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Kemano receives a birthday present 
Kemano,an isolated company town of 250 people is in Terrace, about 160 ldiometres northwest of the 
getting a new link with the outside world as a 25th community. " and television has been lacking. 
birthday present - CBC radio and television service. • Colin Tabbiner, supervisor of maintenance and 
An earth-based receiver for CBC northern radio operations with Alcan, s~ys that no decisior~ has been 
service and CBC Vancouver television signals should made on Whether equ!pment will be purchased or 
be in service by November, says Frank Armltage, 
superintendent of administration and. community leased from B.C. Tel and there are no plans to apply to 
the. Canadian Rad ioand Television Commission relations for the Aluminum Co. of Canada (Alcan). 
Kemano's only broadcast link is now with in- 
termiRend television reception from CFTK tel.evisinn 
"++ 5555 TAXI, 
(1978 LTD.)  
24 HOUR SERVICE 
635-5555,. 635-2525 " 
635-5050 
LIGHT DELIVERY sERVICE 
T . • • • 
. er ror l s ts  
surrender 
ANKARA (AP) -  Four 
Pal~tinisn terrorists, arms 
raked in a "V for victory" 
salute, sfirrendered to 
Turkish authorities early 
Sunday after a hloedy 45- 
hour siege of the Egyptian 
Embassy. 
Two Turkish security 
guards were shot and killed 
when the terrorists tormed 
the walled embassy Friday 
and took 17 hostages, in. 
cluding Egyptian Am- 
bassador Ahmed Kamal 
0lama, An Egyptian 
chauffeur died Saturday 
when he fell from a window 
in an escape attempt. During 
the  siege, three other 
~healages caped and the 
gunmen released four 
WOmen. 
' The  remaining nine 
hostages were released 
unharmed Sunday after the 
terrorists appeared on a 
immediately reported, but 
• Premier Bulent Ecevit said 
they were members,of the 
Red Eagles of the Rove-' 
lution, which is believed to 
be the terrorist wing of the 
Syr ianbacked Sa iqa  
Palestinian guerrilla rmy. 
Inside the three-storey 
brick embassy building, 
Turkish officials found the 
hostages, four automatic 
weapons and five hand 
grenades, one Egyptian 
official was found in a locked 
room suffering from hunger 
and nervous exhanstion, 
police iepo~ted. 
Ecevit said the peaceful 
end to the siege was a result 
of his government's policy of 
refusing to grant concesa/ona 
in the face of threats to kill 
the hostages. He credited the 
mediation efforts of Yasser 
• Ara fa t ' s  Pa les t ine  
Liberation Organization, 
balcony with 01ema. They which.dlaelalmed respon- 
held uo .hands in a sibility for the terror,as' 
yt¢~ry salute, and actions, + , :: , . 
~ed+,  Long,~Ve the - Turkey Imdi~d~ 
F ~ 1 ~ l  ' ' '- " ,  =:th+m 1,0oo tmop++mm/:~" 
Then they walked down-, around the embassy. Sharp- 
stairs and out of t~  building, shootqrs encircled the 
building and armored cars 
were stationed in the em- 
hasay garden.'Asked, at a 
news conferance whether the 
government had considered 
storming the building, 
Ecevit said, "We were pre- 
pared for such events." 
The guerrillas had 
• demanded that Turkey 
break ties with Israel and 
Egypt, that two comrades 
jailed in Egypt be frsed~ and 
that they he given safe pas- 
sage out of Turkey. 
Ecevit discounted reports 
that h~ government .ever 
considered flying, the 
terrorists out of the country. 
(CRTC) to pick'up other stations. 
Kemano ~ be "watching with interest" the 
i, 
developments in other areas where people are putting 
in earth-hased stations forrebroadcasting. 
The receiver is also capable of picking up satellite 
signals from U.S. television stations but as yet the 
CRTC has granted approval only for the rebroadcast 
of CBC signals, he says. 
The people of Kemano are pleased with the an- 
noaneement, says  Grog Middleton, Daily Herald 
editor who covered the birthday •celebration during 
the weekend. 
2 
stepping into blue. police 
vans as troops ba~ed by 
armored cars stood by. They 
were taken for questioning to
Ankara security head- 
quarters and were expected 
to go before a martial-law 
court today. 
There was no immediate 
word on the terms of the sur- 
render agreement, ap- 
parently worked out with the 
help of. three Palesilnisn 
guerrilla emissaries flown in 
from Damascus, Syria, on. 
Saturday. 
Identities of the four 
embassy raiders were not 
 NDIAN P,M. 
RESIGNED 
NEW DELHI (AP) -- 
Prime Minister Morarji 
Desal resigned Sunday as 
leader of the world's 
biggest dem~rany after 
a mass revolt by sup 
rters deprived him of 
majority in Parlla- 
mant, 
A member of the Un- 
touchublas, India's'lowest 
caste, appeared to be the 
front.rnuner, to succeed 
him. 
• The 83.year-old Deasi 
handed in his resignation 
to President Neelam 
SanJlva Rnddy, who then 
asked him to remain as 
caretaker prime minister" 
until a new government is, 
Irmtalled. 
.Deeaf, India's fourth 
prime minister, was 
brought down by 
discontent within his 
Janala Party stemming • 
in large part from fac- 
tional disputes that 
trouble this land of many 
ethnic and religious 
groups. His government 
had lasted 28 months. 
Many of those who 
defected from the Janata 
Party protested rising 
a breakdown of 
and order under 
Dasal --  culminating With 
Hindu.Moslem riots that' 
claimed more than 15o 
lives this year -- and a 
police revolt for better 
pay and working condi- 
lions that had to be 
quelled with army troops 
in several states. 
President Redcly met 
w i th  parl iamentary 
leaders, other officials 
and legal experts on tGe 
formation of a new 
government, which moot 
said they hoped to 
achieve, without 
dlssolving ,Parl iament 
and holding new elec- 
tions. 
The apparent leader in 
the scramble to become 
prime minister was 
Defence Minister Jag- 
jivan Ram, 71, closely 
followed by Finance 
Minister Charan Singh, 
76. Both were Dasai's un- 
successful rivals when 
their Janala party took 
office after India's 1977 
national election. 
Ram has long wanted to 
~ecome India's first 
Untouchableprime 
minister. Though the 
caste system is outlawed 
by the eoustltuilon, it 
persists in much of India, 
and the •lowly Untoueh- 
ablas are often 
discriminated against. 
The prime minister quit 
on the eve of a vote nf 
eonlldence in Parliament 
that his closest sup- 
porters had told himhe 
could not win because of 
the defection of almost 
t00 legislators from the 
Janala last week. 
The deserters included 
five senior cabinet 
ministers and eight Junior 
members of the 44- 
member Council of 
Ministers. / • 
Decal, dressed in his 
familiar ~hlte homespun 
cotton garb, carried his 
resignation to' the 
presidential palace ac- 
cempenied only by 
secretaries and security 
men. 
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Helping Terrace residents to protect heir property are (left to right) Brock 
Emott, Tracy LeBlond, Cheryl Stubhe, Kathy Gardlner and Jay Ciine who are 
working for the RCMP on the Neighborhood Watch Home Security Program. 
i 
Clergyman is kil led 
TEHRAN (AP)  - -  A 
weekend of violence in Iran 
left 30 persons dead and 
nnnblings of more trouble to 
come. 
In .Tehran, two attackers 
on a motorcycle shot a 
leading Moslem clergyman 
as he emerged from a 
mosque Sunday, wounding 
him in the arm and legs. The 
stop, the state radio said. 
Guardsmen were flown to 
Marivar, near the 'Iraqi 
border, where they restored 
order Saturday after a day of 
fighting that teft 24 persons 
dead and 40 injured. 
• .The Kurdish Democratic 
party, which is seeking au- 
tonomy for four million 
ethnic Kurds, claimed 
victim, a close associate of guardsmen opened fire on 
revo lu t ionary  leader  fsrmers whe went o them to 
.Ayato l lah .  Ruho l lah  complain that former lan- 
IO/omelni. diords and a Kurdish tribe 
Later in the day a were demanding money 
moteroydlat was shot and from them. The state radio 
killed In the same Tehran had a different story,'esying 
neighborhood when he the guardsmen were at- 
refused a guard's call to tacked by a mob. 
In Khoramshar, port city 
in the oil-rich southwestern 
province of Khusestan, a 
hand grenade thrown at a 
group of demonstrators 
idiled at least six persons 
and 'wounded 60 others, the 
official Pars news agoncy 
said.  
Fighting also was reported 
in the northeastern city of 
Meehktnshahr. in East 
AzerheiJan province, near 
the Soviet, border, Local 
reporters aid four people 
were killed and 60 wounded 
in fighting that broke out 
over a land dispute between 
groups of villagers from 
outside the town. 
Fiedler is honored 
BOSTON (AP) - -  A crowd 
estimated at more than 
I00,000 persons lined both 
sides of the Charles River in 
heavy fog and showers 
Sunday night at a memoi'tal 
concert for the late Boston 
POe~eryOndUctor Arthur 
Brightly colored rain gear, 
balloons and flags were 
everywhere during the 
concert honoring Fiedier, 
Pops conductor for half a 
century until his death last 
week, 
The memorial was a re. 
creation of the Pops 
Bicentennial concert that 
attracted 400,000 persons at 
the same plane on July 4, 
1976. Like three years ago, 
many 'of the spectators 
carried U.S, flags, and the 
river was choked with boats, 
of all kinds, from canoes to 
cabin cruisers. 
Despite intermittent rain, 
p~Ice said the show would go 
on, and It appeared the 
weather did not cause many 
leading the Pops Orchestra, 
which includes Boston Sym- 
l~ony Orchestra musicians. 
There also was a change 
for the final number of both 
concerts, The Stars and 
Stripes Forever, a kind of 
signature piece for Fiedlsr. 
It was played without a 
conductor Sunday night. 
people to change their plans, 
Sunday's program was the Flecller underwent brain 
same as Fledler's 1976 surgery, last December. He 
concert, including the 1812 came back to conduct aPops 
concert on May 1, but suf- 
Overture, performed with fared a fainting spell a few 
fireworks, cannon fu'e ~and days later .and was 
the ringing of church bolls, hospitalized. " 
This time, Harry Ellis He returned to his 
Dickson, assistant con- Brookllne home, where he 
ductor, was at the Hatch died lantTuasdayfollowing a 
Shell on the Esplanade heart attack at the age of 24. 
+ 
Residents have felt that input from the outside via 
radio 
Another development that will take place is an 
extention to the playground in the community. 
A number of former Kemano residents attended the 
25th anniversary of the turning on of power to Alcan. 
Among the entertainment helicopter rides were of- 
fered by Okanagan Helicopters. 
Full coverage by Grog Mlddleton will be featured in 
other issues of the Daily Herald fliis week. 
RUPERT STEEL & 
,SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Oove Rd., Pr. Rupert 
624-M39 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals, 
batteries, etc. Oall us - We are 
open Men.  through Sat., 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
C,,arter 
wi l l  l/cad 
WASHINGTON (AP) .-- 
U.S. President Carteg 
conceded Sunday night that 
thz focus of .his lzadership 
has become.too narrow, too 
concentrated on what the 
isolated world of Washington 
thinks is important, and said 
lie needs the help of the 
American people. 
Back from the moun- 
isintop after his Secretive 12- 
day" domestic summit 
conference at Camp Ds~vid, 
Md.,'the president told the 
country that he heard there 
the concerns of the people, 
amd is determined to heed 
them. 
In a televised and 
broad~st address, Carter 
said he abruptly cancelled 
what would have bean hi~ 
filth address on the energy 
problemhbecause he came to 
s~;thut- th~: l l ls  ,of the 
' c~h~'atb  fAY breaaer than 
gasoline lines, inflation or 
reeession~ 
"As president I need your 
help," he said. "So I decided 
to reach out and listen to the 
voices o f  America." 
Carter said some of those 
who came to Camp David 
spoke to him bluntly. He 
quoted asouthern governor: 
"Mr. President, you are not 
leading this nation. You're 
just managing the gov- 
ernment ."  
Another visitor told him 
not to declare the moral 
equivalent of war on the 
esergy problem and then tell 
people to fight it with BB 
guns. 
Carter said he had decided 
that "all the leglslatlon i  the 
world can't fix what's wrong 
with America." 
He said the U,S. system is 
threatened bya crisis of con- 
fidence. "It is a crisis that 
strikes at the heart and soul 
and' spirit of our national 
will," Carter. said. "The 
erosion of our confidence in 
the future ts threatening to 
destroy the social and 
political fabric of America." 
Carter began his aadress 
by declaring "this is a 
special night for me." 
A f te r  remind ing  
Americans of the host of 
speeches he already has 
delivered concerning the 
nation's energy problems, 
Carter observed: 
"It's clear that the true 
problems of our nation are 
ranch deeper, deeper than 
the gas lines or energy 
shortages, deeper than the 
energy shortages or in- 
Ilation. I realize more than 
over that as your president I 
need your help. So I decided 
to reach out." 
Referring again to his 
period of introspection and 
reasseanmefit of ad- 
ministration policies at the 
Maryland retreat, Carter 
quoted another piece of 
advice: 
"Be bold Mr. President. 
We make mistakes but we 
are ready .to experiment." 
Carter said his period at 
Camp David "confirmed my 
belief in the decency and the 
strength and wisdom of the 
American people. 
"I know that government 
action and legislation can be 
important. That's why I tried 
to put my campaign 
promises into lawp I have to 
admit~ with mixed success. 
At that point, Carter told 
his listeners he wanted to 
discuss what he views as "a 
fundamental threat" to U.$. 
democTacy. 
"I do not mean civil liher- 
ties," the president said. 
"They will endure. . .  The 
threat Is nearly invisible in 
ordinary ways. It is a crisis 
o f  confidence, It is a crisis 
that strikes at the very heart 
and soul and spirit of our 
national will." 
Moving to the energy 
problem specifically, Carter 
said the U.S. earmot go on 
consuming 20 per cent more 
energy than It produces. 
"When we import oil, we 
are also importing inflation 
plus unemployment," the 
president said. 
"We've got to use what we 
have . . .  Ournock is stret- 
ched over the fence and 
OPEC (the Organization of 
Pet ro leum "Export ing 
Countries)* has a knife. 
EMPLOYERS 
WILL TALK 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  24 while the CPU vote will 
Employers were ;still be known next week. 
optimistic Saturday about PPWC president Angus 
averting a strike in the Macphce said he wasn't 
BrLtbh~ Col~rnbia forest "tetally surprised" by the 
• Indu~fr~..~ ~,;,eh. ':thoUgh narrow=., i0ir.gin~i . . . . . .  
~be"~ko~ a pulp unlm ..... ~peclally afar the ac- 
known for .its militancy 
narrowly rejected their 
contract proposal. 
Members of'the Pulp, 
Paper and Woodworkers 
of Canada turned down 
the richest twoyear 
contract ever offered by 
the industry by a slim 51.6 
per cent Friday but the 
two other forestry unions 
which bargain for the 
majority of workers ap- 
pear to be accepting it. 
Don Sounders, chair- 
man of the Pulp and 
Paper Industrial 
Relations Bureau and 
Forest Industrial 
Relations, said the PPWC 
vote is encouraging. 
"I'm hopeful that local 
bargaining will be 
finalized at an early date 
and a collective 
agreement will soon be 
reached," Saunders aid. 
He said' the PPWC 
rejection vote would have 
been higher if the 40,000- 
member International 
Woodworkers ofAmerica 
(IWA) and 7,500-strong 
Canadian Paperworkers 
Union (CPu) hadn't 
recommended ac- 
ceptance of the industry 
offer. 
IWA ballots are ex- 
pected to be tallied July 
ceptunce recom- 
mendation by the other 
two Uui0US." 
The industry propo~l, 
basically the same for all 
three unions, includes 
hourly increases of 90 
cents in the first year and 
90 cents or 9.5 per cent --  
whichever is higher --  in 
the second year, The 
present base rate is ;8.10 
an hour. 
Meanwhile, PPWC 
pickets were still up at 
Canadian Cellulose in 
Prince Rupert and Mac- 
Millan Blocdel's Harmac 
pulp mill in Nanaimo. 
Union pickets were 
lifted at MacMillan 
Blodel's 'three wood 
plants in the Vancouver 
area after the B.C. Labor 
Relations Board ordered 
Friday that picketing be 
stopped immediately. 
The IWA esrlle~ 
threatened toremove the 
pickets from the three 
milk which fcrced nearly 
12,000 of the cmnpeny's 
16,500 employees ,off the 
job. 
The board ruled that 
the IWA has a master 
agreement in force with 
Forest Industrial Re- 
lations through a con- 
tinnallon clause. 
Weekend deaths 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Six men killed when a light 
airplane crashed into Lake 
Simcoe north of Toronto 
were among at least 67 
persons who died ac- 
cidentally across Canada 
during the weekend. 
A survey by The Canadian 
Press from 8 p.m. Friday 
until late Sunday night local 
times showed 42 traffic 
fatalities, the six plane-crash 
deaths, 14 drownings, two 
fire deaths, one person killed 
when struck by e train, one 
killed after falling into a 
canyon and one after falling 
off a cliff. 
The six Toronto-ares men 
killed in the plane crash 
Saturday were believed to 
have been sightseeing in a 
r~ted Piper Aztec aircraft 
when the accident occurred 
65 kilometres north of 
Toronto. The cause of the 
crash was not immediately 
Imown. 
Three of the men were 
from Newmarket, Ont., and 
the others were from nearby 
Aurora, Cedar Valley, uncl 
Peterborou~. 
Quebec reported 21 traffic 
fatalities, seven drownings 
and one person killed afar 
failing off a cliff. 
Ontario reported eight 
t/'affic fatalities, the six 
plane-crash deaths, three 
drownings and one flre 
death. 
In British Columbia there 
were four road deaths, two 
drownings and one person 
died after falling Into a 
canyon near  q|mcouver,  . 
New Brumwtck reported 
three traffic deaths, one 
drowning and one person 
killed whan hit by a train. 
Alberta had three traffic 
fatalities and one fire death. 
Nova SCotia reported two 
traffic deaths and one 
drowning.  Manitoba 
reported one traffic death. 
No accidmtal deaths were 
reported in Newfoundland, 
Prince Edward Island and 
Saskatchewan. 
The survey excludes in. 
dastrial deaths, slayinp end 
known suicides. 
, +. 1"3 
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Afte r prayers Charter "has. it +'+, , 
WASHINGTON Greeting three reporters ."I 've got it," the president laymen and eleries offer half wisdom of Solomon, the The speech, coming l0 
Beginning what may be the after he participated in an responded with a smile, and a dozen prayers for his patience of Job, the days after he mysteriously POINT AU GAUL, Nffd. had battered themselves 
most fateful day of his • adult Bible class at the First held up his right hand in an success during the Bible leadership of Moses and the cancelled address were reported crlmsg, n with 
presidency with prayer, 
President Carter 
pronounced himself satisfied 
Sunday that he is ready to 
rally a United States he 
believes i flagging in spirit. 
Baptist Church here, Carter 
was asked about his progress 
in fashioning a speech to the 
nation, to be broadcast by 
major networks at 10 p.m. 
EDT. 
"A-OK" gesture -  thumb class and + at the regular 
nadforeflngerjolnedtoform Sunday .'services that 
a circle. " followed. 
Calvin Thomas, a layman 
Accompanied by his wife, who conducted the Bible 
Rosalynn, and daughter, class, offered a prayer that 
Amy, 11, Carter heard Carter will display "the 
Children's health damaged 
NEW ~'0~ (A~) -- 
Children of parents who 
smoke have poorer lung 
function than the children of 
non-smokers, ays a study 
published in the American 
Journal Of Epidemiology. 
The study, the first to 
examine the possible link 
between parents' smoking 
and their childrens' lungs, 
found that children per- 
formed slightly poorer on a 
s~ndard lung function test if 
either parent smoked. They 
did ~ore poorly if both 
smoked. 
The reseachers, led by Dr, 
Ira Tager of Harvard 
University, said the study 
adds to concern that 
cigarettes may be hazardous 
not only for the smoker but 
for those around him, 
"The data ... indicate that 
the cigarette smoking habits 
of parents may have a Rosner and Frank Speizer of parent smoked. 
mensurable ffect on the Harvard University studied Lung function was 
pulmonary function of their 261 chlldrenin 154 families of measured by having the 
smoking and nonsmoking a working-class neigh- children take a deep breath 
children," the report said. borhood in east Boston. and exhale into a'machine 
Children who had ex- The children were between that measures air volume 
perimented with smoking the ages of five and nine and flow. 
were found to have even years old and 10 per cent of The amount of lung ira- 
poorer lung function scores them claimed to have ex- pa i rment ,  a l though 
than these whose parents perimented with cigarettes, measurable, was small, 
smoked, the study said. All of the Weiss said. The study also 
Tager, Scott Weiss of Beth young smokers were from failed toflnd any correlatlou 
Israel Hospital and Bernard families where at least .one between smoking habits and 
respiratory disease. Gig d fall But Wetss old there was a ry is own clear and statistically 
significant rend towards 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. He said Godlikeness en- decreased lung function as 
(AP) - -  "Man's god-like tails power as well as pqrental and then child 
pretentions lieat the heart o~' knowledge, and that power is smoking increased. 
his misery," Anglican what puts"the hardens u.po n The study was part of a 
Bishop J.S. Habgooa ot us" in questions about using, flveyear search for factors 
Durham, England, told an the earth's resources' and that would predict whether a
international congregation how far to go in interfering child is likely to get chronic 
of sclentisisand theologians with complex natural bronchitis, emphysema or 
Sunday. processes and balances, asthma s an adult. 
of Christ/' 
Convinced his ad- 
ministration faces a 
leadership crisis, Carter 
cloistered himself at Camp 
David, Md., for 12 days to 
draft a once.postponed 
speech he hopes will over- 
come what he sees as a 
flagging national spirit. 
Although his maJer pur- 
l~so is to discuss problems 
of energy and inflation, the 
president planned to range 
beyond such specific worries 
and convince voters he is 
ready to fill. a national 
leadership vacuum. 
Journalists who met with 
,Carter Friday afternoon said 
he cenveyed the impression 
of a man determined to 
change the direction of his 
presidency. They described 
him variously as "a  
thoroughly  chastened 
leader," as "a deeply 
troubled and worried mon," 
and as a man ready to make 
held policy proposals and 
substantial staff changes. 
The president has been 
pictured as feeling that fuel 
shortagos, inflation, a 
looming recession and a sour 
national reded have made 
the country hungry for 
leadership and ready to lis. 
ten to what he proposes. 
an 
scheduled for the evening 6f 
July 5, also may be the De. 
.caslon to promise significant 
changes in his cabinet lineup 
and White House staff. 
Carter was reported ready 
to recommend, among other 
things, a major synthetic 
fuels program designed to 
help replace more than half 
the oil the United States now 
imports from,' foreign 
countries. -" 
Such a program would cast 
huge sums --  in the billions 
of dollars, by one earlier 
account. But this could be 
,covered in large part or 
entirely by Carter's "wind. 
fall tax" on the profits 
domestic oil companies reap 
' from the gradual lifting of oil 
price controls. 
The president is expected 
to ask for authority to order 
limits on the amount of oil 
that may be brought into the 
U.S. and is likely to plead 
anew for siandby.autherity 
to ration gasoline in any fuel 
supply emergency. 
It also is likely Carter will 
try to rally the people to co- 
operate in his battle against 
a rampant inflation that is 
running at an annual rate of 
13.4 per cent and a olngSish 
economy that may already 
be in recession. 
(CP) " Dead and ~b~a~ 
whales littered the blood. 
near this tiny south ,coast As many as 250 of the 
Newfoundland community whales were spotted 'early 
and dozens m~e of the Saturday in shallow water 
mammals Continued to swim off this Burin Penlnsum 
ashore Sunday despite ef- community, 35 kilomelres 
forts of fishermen to drive , . 
them into the safety of' deep south of Grand Bank. 
water, i ' Heavy seas and surf frun- 
An estimated 175 of the trated first attempts by fish- 
potheads -- which are up to ermen and.federal fisheries 
7.5 metres long - -  were dead efflciais to drive the floun- 
or dying Sunday and rocks in • dering mammals int o deeper 
the area where the whales .water. 
Gangster. causesscandal 
I~]EW YORK (AP) - -  The 
Roman Catholic Archdiocese 
of, New York rofusedSunday 
to allow a funeral mass to he, 
celebrated for reputed. 
mobster Carmine "Galanto, 
saying it would cause a 
scandal. , 
Rev. Felician Napoll, 
pastor of St. Anthony's 
Church in the city's Little 
Italy section, said he would 
offer a brief Htuqlleal esr- 
vice for Gaiante at a funeral 
home Sunday night. 
• Both the service and Man- 
day's burial were to he 
closed to all but friends and 
family. 
Ga~nte, reputedly one of 
organized c r ime 's  top 
figures, was shot to death 
Thursday in a gang land 
nzbout while eating lunch at'  
a' restaurant in Brooklyn. 
Two other men were killed 
and one was wounded. 
Peopl e flee floods 
Floods spawned by heavy talnons region of southern 
rains battered a rural moun- Kentucky on Sunday, killing 
~t least two persons and. 
'o~ing hundreds 'to leave 
O N/)Ay& 
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Save 1°° II Save 69 ° II Save 1" 
WIDE MOUTH 
MASON 
JARS 
Box of 12, 64 fl. oz. home preserving Jars. 
Booklet Included on how to can your fruits 
4 LITRES 
COLEMAN. 
FUEL 
Especially blended for all Coleman ep- 
~lances such as camp stoves, lanterns, 
PLASTIC 
PATIO 
TABLES 
Sturdy round stacking tables with 3 legs. 
Fogged plastic top. Choose from our 
++++~+ 
::+:~ ,<~:::+:~?. 
, . . . , , . .  , . .  
i iii 
+ 
or vegetables, catalytic heaters and more. wide assortment of colours. ~ii~i 
I I I +ii++ Reg. Low Kmart  Price. 4.77 i Reg. Low Kmart  Pr ice 2.99 i Reg, Low Kmart  Pr ice 4.99 
Monday & Tuesday Price Monday & Tuesday Price Monday & Tuesday Price 
3 23o 300 + ++ a Each ++++i++i 
iii::ii!~ 
Save 89  ° " 
BAMBOO 
PLATE 
HOLDER 
Set of 4 In s package. You get 
an orange, red, green and 
yellow " ' " "  '" '°"P sack. holder In every pack, 
[ Reg. Low Kmsrt Price 1./7 I 
MONDAY & TUESDAY PRICE 
Save 87 + 
PLANTERS 
SESAME 
, NUT MIX 
You get Sesame sticks, peanuts 
and cashew In this 32S gram tin. 
Vaccuum packed. 
/Reg, Low Kmart Price 1.87 I 
MONDAY & TUESDAY PRICE 
1ooo 
Save 3 oo 
SOAKER " 
SPR INKLER 
HOSE 
50' hose are fully guaranteed. 
Made in Canada. Great for 
lawns or gardens. 
I Reg. Xmart Price L . /  
MONDAY & TUESDAY PRICe 
ValueZZ! 
KLEENEX 
BOUTIQUE 
PAPER 
TOWELS 
75, 2 ply sheets per roll. 2 roll 
package. Prefly end practical. 
LReg. Low Kmart Price 1.21 /
ONDAY & TUESDAY PRICE 
99L  
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heir homes. - 
A 19-yenr-old man and hid 
four.yesr-old dialer drowned 
Ln Pikeville, Ky., and me 
person was missing, state 
police said. 
Up to 400 persons were 
,.vecunted fromthe coln- 
zunitlsa o f  ' Phelps, 
~oJestic, and Frechurn. 
In Missouri, authorit ies 
mid winds of up to 115 
kflomeires an hour uprooted 
or felled 75 to 80 trees iw 
Kirksviile, in the north. 
eastern part of the state, 
ripped off a sactien of a 
hospital's roof and damaged 
about 15 houses and several 
cars. Winds blew away a 
section, of roof from a fine 
arts building at Northwest 
Missouri State University. 
Leas severe storms hit 
Kansas, Nebra|ka,~ lowai~L~ 
wes~virgtnin ,and, + V i rg im.~ i:, 
Two lifeguards were in 
hospital after lightning 
struck a Baltimore swim- 
ruing p0ol during thuD- 
deratorms in Maryland on 
Saturday. 
Scientists 
study Skylab 
CANBERRA, Australia' 
(AP) - -  A five-man team of 
U.S. scientists arrived in 
Australia on Sunday to 
exan~ine Skylab debris found 
in the remote western out- 
back, 
Robert Grey, director of 
the office of advanced 
technology for the U.S. state 
department, old reporters 
the teem wanted to examine 
pieces of the space station 
and would return them to the 
finders. 
Grey said the pieces were 
not radioactive and denied 
the U.S. National 
Aeronautics and Space 
Administration was offering. 
a reward for remains of the 
NASA space" ship, which 
crashed to earth ear ly  
Thursday. 
The scientists will travel to 
the impact ares Tuesday and 
spend two Weeks +there 
before returning to the 
Marshall Space Centre in 
Huntsville, Ala.~ Grey said. 
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Laurie Jones/ooks for fossils atlava beds. 
C . . . . . .  .... ~. : " : / , '~: ' . i~: : .~ . B.  • has  goo  • 
• ..::!.,,-;: ':::" 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  Gas cities in the U.S., but people available on " t l i~ way up 
-shortages which have appar- have found that if they avoid here;" said Plul. ' 
ently discouraged many those cities there is plenty "I think we may be better 
Americans from visiting ' off than other •parts of 
,Canada =is year do not G bling Canada becauee assoon as 
seem to have hurt the in~ am we heard about the gas 
I 
' The Herald, Monday, July 16, 1979, Page 3 
. ,  FOR REFUGEES 
Atkey revises old program 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Ira- Among speakers who ad- 
migration Minister Ronald dressed the mainly Oriental 
Athey says he will announce crowd of about 350 were To- 
a revised Canadian program ronto Mayor John Sewelland 
by next week to help Michael Cassldy, leader of 
refugees in their lffeand, the Ontario New Democratic 
death bpat exodus from Party. 
Vietnam. Margaret.  Campbell, 
- - "  . . . .  Liberal member of the 
no~iP~;  a~a~ t~vn: _Ontario kg is iature  for the 
. . . .  , . .  ,^. ,~.~ .~  . . . . .  Toronto riding of St George, 
• where  a te legram f rom _~_~. m an interview thatshe 
' Alkey was read by Aid. Ying ~wmnea mo~.Toron~mans 
. . . . . .  • - nao attanoe~ me rau t/Ope Ol :loronm. • . , , . . , .  . . . . .  , ~Y...- 
• • umm its sea, ' she gala. 
Atkey, however, could not "This is another .genocide 
be reached for comment to that's going on. • / • 
explain Wbat Changes the "But perhaps the weather 
government has in mind for was discouraging,,' abe naid 
its 1979 program for of the intense heat. "I don't 
Southeast b_~ie.n refugees. Imow." 
Ian Stunley, com- 
munications director for 
World Vision of Canada, said 
that hundreda of the boat 
people were drowning by the 
hour in the South China Sea. 
World Vision, which is 
urging the federal govern- 
ment to increase Canada's 
quota of  8,000 refugees, 
operates a rescue ship in the 
South China Sea. 
Stanley said: "There is no 
quota, I understand, onwhat 
the private sector can do in 
• order to bring refugees to 
this country, and we could 
Iring upwards of 100,000 to 
Canada this way in the next 
six to nine months." 
B.C., BRIEFS 
QUESNEL, B.C. (CP) -- RCIVIP said the car . . . . .  
Gregory Drost, 16, of Prince was dr iv ing left the ro~ 
George has been identified -p lunged into a ditch 
as the youth killed in a passengers, Randy 
single-vehicle accident and Carl Gilley, both 1 
Saturday on Barkerville of Prince George, 
Road, about 45 kilometres reported in satisf~ 
east of Queanel. condition. 
Missing plane. 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP)-- Williams Lake and 
lint June figures for B.C. 
show a substantial increase 
of five per cent over" 1978's 
record tally. 
The reason might be that 
B.C. tourism officials 
stressed in advertising this 
year that there is no shor- 
tage of fuel in the province. 
John Plui, director of the 
B.C. tourist department, 
said Sunday interviews with 
3,000 tourists at the Blaine 
border crossing south of 
Vancouver evealed that 
ealy 1O per cent of the vis- 
itors had trouble buying as 
on their way to Canada. '
The  interviews also 
showed that 25 per cent of the 
visitors polled decided to 
come to B.C. specifically 
because they knew they 
could get gas. 
"There are problems 
getting gas in the major 
year-old wife, Atha, w~ 
hem'd from after tnk~ 
from Chilliwack in the 
Fraser Valley on a fit 
Wlltiums Lake. 
'1'be search planes ar 
ering more than : 
square kf lometres 
mountainous terrain. 
Fifteen civilian and five 
military aircraft ook to the 
air Sunday as the search 
continued for 'a light plane 
missing since last Tuesday 
with two people aboard. 
A Cessna 'if2 carrying 
John Wheeler, 67, of 
Elliot killed 
CRANBROOK, B.C. (CP) undergo surgery. :
--  Donna Rose Ellint,.~2, of Presad, 19, of New 
Cranbi'ook was killed minster, B.C., was in 
Saturday when the car ~he ~ factory cendition in lie 
wan driving plunged over a in Cranhrook. 
dmtry in British Columbia. problem we began in- 
Recent Statistics Canada C1.ooL~f]#~w,71~ . creasing our advertisings. ~ar 1"~/  '," 
"~ " , ',, JJ. M ,~qt . , ,m3kK, ,K~ VV ~ a  L~.ll. na .t.ed:'-.~aL,t~tal.,: : :.':: ,:: "*¥~ . effort,".- ,  
v ia l~ .b~. : . .~ .~, ,~V~l~W PRINCE ~gO~ : '  . . . . .  ~'" . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  " C. :.~ :Tourism. officials notihed "11~k~11 1 'I'-~":~: . . . . .  
country m cown tins year oy (CP) --  Two clubs, one 16¢000 travel agents in the Kl l le ( l  
alxpereentoverayesrago, business and a home were U,S. that gas was chnap and 
IT-metre cliff on a back road 
about 30 kflometres east of 
the city. ! 
Two others in th~ car were 
• injured. Tom Shiri Dutt, 21, 
of Suva, Fiji, was tran- 
sferred to Foothills Hospital 
in Calgary, where he was to 
raided Friday in a province- plentiful in B.C. and Plul 
wide crackdown on illegal went down. to deliver the 
gambling involving millions same message on 11 radio 
of dollars, talk shows down the U.S, 
There were no arrests, but Pacific coast. 
II persons will be summoned' On the other hand,~gures 
to provincial court Aug. 14 to indicate that British 
face charges of keeping a Columbians may be 
common gaming house, said discouraged from visiting 
a spokesman for the Co- the U.S. this year because of 
ordinated Law Enforcement he gas shortages and higher 
Unit. prices arising from the 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A 
19-year-old California. man 
' was killed Saturday when he 
lost his footing at Capllano 
Canyon and fell 45 metres to 
the rocks below. 
The body of Glen G. Mc- 
Pherson of Fresno was re- 
covered Sunday from the 
bottom of the scenic anyon, 
a popular tourist attraction. 
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on on*e*or, ° theC'n IW,AT, E, i by the unit, RCMP and. dollar. There has been a six- 
Vancouver. city police also per-cent decline in the 
led to the raiding of six number of B.C, visitors to . 
Vancouver clubs, 14 homes the U,S. this year. 
and one business Friday, No Because.the U.S. gallon is 
20 per cent smaller than the 
arrests were made, but 50 imperial and there is a 15 to 
people were expected to he 
summoned this week. 20 Per cent discount on the The skies are expected to 
Canadian dol lar,  the be mainly dean today with a 
Large amounts of gam- equivalent of an imperial few cloudy periods. 
bling paraphernalia nd gallon bought in Seattle'ts The expected high is 28 
records were seized in 'the $1,40 compared with 93 cents, degrees Celsius and the 
raids, police said, in Vancouver. overnight low is.12 degrees. 
F' 
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MOTOR HOTEL 
Invites You To Visit and Enjoy 
DENNIS and JAN 
Playing Again In 
LOUNGE 
DAHClNG 9-2 
MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
~,  .~,~. -. K ING 
• (NBC)  
;,,~.~ • . 
Make 
Me Laugh! 
News 
Cont'd 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
NBC 
News • 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Little house 
on Prairie 
Conrd 
Cont'd 
Men. Night , 
at Movies 
"The Last of 
the Mohicans" 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
News 
Cont'd, 
Tonight 
Show 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
i 
' j ~ k : 00 'New High 
l I :15 Rollers 
I I kW ::34~ Wheelof 
Fortune 
i i :  Password lu  
Hollywood 
14S Squares 
Our Lives 
Cont'd. 
I 145 Cont'd. 
The 
Doctors 
Another 
World 
2 Cont'd. i Cont'd. 14s Cont'd. 
OI  i :00 Movie 
~)  : 15 "Stowaway F 
: 30 to the 
: 45 Moon" 
I 5 Cont'd. 
:30 Conrd. 
• ,45 Cont'd. 
5 p.m. to midnight 
[ 
. ( . v .  9 (c .~: :  ,, . ICTV) tP,~): ":: 
• ~ ! . ,~ , . ,  • . . . . .  , : , ,~ .~ i ' ,+ 
Mister Hourglass 
Cont'd 
Outdoor 
Education 
] 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Men. Nigllt 
at Movies 
"Loose  
Change" 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
The White 
Shadow 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
M.A.S.H. 
Cont'd. 
WKRP in 
Cincinnati 
News 
Magazine 
This 
Land 
National 
Night 
Final 
P.M. 
! Kojak 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Six 
Million 
Dollar 
Man 
News 
Hour 
Cont'd. 
C0nt'd. 
What's 
My Line 
Headline 
Hunters 
Salvage 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Monday 
Night 
Movie 
"Checkered 
Flag 
or Crash" 
Cont'd 
Cont'd. 
CTV 
News 
News Hour 
Final 
I 
Late 
Shaw 
"Saratoga 
Trunk" 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Studio 
See 
Dick 
Cavett 
MscNeil 
Lchrer 
Sneak 
Previews 
Bill Moyers' 
Journal 
Beauty and 
the Brass 
Poldark 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
When 
Boat ' 
Comes 
In 
Academy 
Leaders 
Cout'd 
Cont'd 
Sign Off 
10 a.m. to 5 p,m. 
Friendly 
Giant 
Mister 
Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
News 
Bob Swltzer 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
On 
the 
Evidence 
Cont'd 
Edge of 
Night 
Take 
Thirty 
Atlantic 
Summer 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
i 
Flinstones 
Cont'd 
Hourglass 
Cont'd 
Trouble 
with Tracy 
Definition 
Cont'd 
What's 
Cooking 
Mad 
Dash 
Noon 
News 
Alan 
Hamel 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cent'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Movie 
Matinee 
"Fiction 
Makers" 
Cont'd. '
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont~d. 
i 
Electric 
Company 
Once Upon 
A Classic 
Making Music 
Poetry Alive 
Inside-Out 
Stories of Amer. 
Explorers Unltd. 
Art Cart 
Roomnastics 
M for Music 
i 
Measure Up 
Environments 
2 Cents Worth 
About You 
Blue Umbrella 
Book Look 
Zebra Wings 
Cover-Cover 
Over 
Easy 
Julia 
Child 
Sesame 
Street 
Conrd. 
Cont'd. 
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COMMENT, 
by Greg MIddleton 
The China Syndrome, the current popular film 
drama now playing in this area in which a young TV 
reporter and her crew are by chance on hand to wit- 
ness an incident at a nuclear powered electricity 
generating plant, is good solid movie fare. It has you 
dttlng:/on,~e!edge of yotW seat Just shovelling the 
popcorn in, And thatis what it is supposed to do. It is. 
after all, entertainment. 
But with the recent incident at theThree Mile Island 
nuclear power plant in the United States, however, the 
movie has take~en, ia  my upini~, an unwarranted 
• significance/This is so~nething actress Jane Fonda, 
who stars in the movie must be relishing, because she 
only picks those roles which support her prejudices 
and she is against the use of nuclear energy. 
The film has been heralded as a timely comment on 
the dangers of nuclear power. 
I don't go along with making this film, a piece of 
fiction that is capitalizing on a coincidental' factual 
incident, documentary evidence against/the use of 
nuclear power. 
The film is, in fact, not anti the use of nuclear power 
at all. It doesn't say there are unreselvable problems 
with the use of nuclear energy. The theme of the film 
is that man is a greedy and avaricious beast, willing to 
take great risks and do morally repugnant things out 
of greed. 
In the movie a welder hasn't done a good job of 
welding a pump, an inspector falsified documents 
stating all welds on pumps were checked and the head 
of the chairman of the board would rather take the 
risk of a disaster, and having one man killed than shut 
down the planS'and have'thetnspections done because 
of the costs involved.": ........ ~ 
The film is actually a comment on the falibilRy of 
human beings. 
With the final realization that petroleum resources 
are not endless and that our gross over consumption f 
fossil fuels is going to have to be curtailed, we will 
have to look at alternate sources of energy. One of 
those is nuclear power. I would hope we would look at 
the costs, risks and benefits in a more dispassionate 
light than that of a cheap movie thriller. 
Oh, I don't say that what happened in the China 
syndrome couldn't happen. I would be the first to 
warn against he probability of human corruptability 
and cost cutting lending to flaws in a potentially ethal 
thing like a .nuclear generating station. 
I am against he use of supertankers in Douglas 
(~annel partly' because I don't trust the manufac- 
turers of such things. I too am nervous about the 
dangers of proposed uranium mines for the north and 
the dangers of nuclear powered electricity plants. 
I also think we would be better off to look to more 
ecologically harmonious ways of living and easing 
beck out of our overly technologically dependent 
lifestyle. I just hate to see something cooked upin the 
same world that brought us Hambi and Mkkey Mouse 
so influence out decisions about something so im- 
per,ant. 
I I 
QUID 
RIDES? 
with 
Greg 
Middleton 
Children have always been a mystery to me. Not 
how to get them, of course I learned that early on, but 
what you do with them, that's puzzled me. 
As an only child, in a very white, anglo saxon, 
protestant home, I was dealt with as a house guest. I 
don't remember anything child-like about my early 
years. As a matter of fact, I think my introduction to 
my father was a rather formal one, although I can't 
remember standing to shake hands. 
You can imagine the state I was in after arriving at 
a friends place, on anisland Just out of Prince Rupert, 
and finding that the majority of other inhabitants of 
the house were all under four feet tall. 
I did not, during my younger years, even have that 
much to do with other children. I was a studious 
creature, not given to even the playing of cowboys and 
Indians. If forced into agome of hide and seek I would 
have hidden away somewhere with a book. 
You can imagine how disconcerting it was to walk 
into a house where something immediately ¢hinnled 
up my leg to get a better look at me and asked if I was 
going to be staying there. 
My first reaction was to cut and run, but being on an 
island I was trapped for the weekend. As I stood in the 
doorway, with the one little girl, I tidnk, scaling me 
the way idgh riggers used to hike up trees, I noticed 
other children were appearing. It seemed like they 
were coming out of the very cupboards. 
• " . . ' . . .  , . . -  - 
• ; . " . ' . . . "  . .  " . ' "  . 
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"I've gotta have identificatlon. You 
must have some sort of pilot's license?" 
PR IN('.E R UPER T .. 
Saving creek the project 
Hays (,reek is a seemingly Unimpressive little 
Stream that runs through the city of Prince 
Rupert. 
But this creek has brought ogether diverse 
groups in the community, working to restore, or 
at least preserve, its meager run of coho salmon. 
And that in turn has resulted in a keen, 
widespread desire for a larger, more productive 
salmonid enhapcement project on one of the 
most beautiful local rivers, the Kloiya. 
Two years ago, Dave Cook, a local high school 
teacher, had just developed a marine science 
course for his Grade 11 and 12 students when he 
heard about the Salmonid Enhancement 
Program. He was intrigued by the possiblities 
that the~4mblic involvemen~ aspect offered and 
made/bme initial/fi~luiri6S,.. ~'.',.. 
: With the help of local Fishery officer Pat 
Harvey, and through im, fishery biologists and 
technicians, Cook and the high school students 
made some initial studies of the creek and then 
prepared a proposal for stream improvement 
work and rearing ponds for eoho fry. 
Once their proposal was accepted, the work 
began in earnest. Several marine science 
students toured .the Fulton River spawning 
channels, and there they .learned sampling 
techniques for taking otoliths, measuring salmon 
and determining sex and amount Of egg reten- 
tion. During class, they re,rived salmon car- 
cssses from Hays Creek (which is conveniently 
located by the high school) and return to the lab 
to examine them, using the sampling techniques 
learned at Fulton. 
Students also administered an attitude survey 
for •the Salmonid Enhancement Program, to 
determine how people felt, and what they knew 
about he program. Itgave them the opportunity 
to talk to classes of younger student's about SEP, 
salmon, and the Hays Creek project. Cook 
believes that this "information program" by 
students and for students i  the reason for the 
almost complete absence of vandalism around 
the Hays Creek project. 
.The preliminary work finished and the 
proposal accepted, the rest of the school and the 
community became involved. 
Ever heard of a "Dig-a-than"?. This massive 
digging event resulted in the 500 foot long 
pipeline needed for the project being dug and 
laid in one day, thanks to the high school sports 
teams, and some teachers who donated their 
i~ne. The B.C, Forest Service lent the picks and 
shovels. 
They boys' soccer team built the four rearing 
boxes. The school donated the woodworking shop 
and equipment. 
The rough rock dam needed for the water 
intake was built largely by the high school 
principal and vice-principal, 
The City Steres Department of Prince Rupert 
supplied a secure location for. the rearing boxes 
in their compound, and the presence of their 
night watchman offers additional protection 
against vandalism. 
The Parks and Recreation Commission offered 
the use of a room and a freezer at the Civic 
Centre for the summer. The room was used by 
the students working on the project as an office- 
storeroom, and the freezer was for the frozen 
fish food. 
Both fisheries ervice and'the fish and wildlife 
branch offered technical assistance. 
But that list only begins to tell the tale of 
community and intergovernmental co-operation. 
Tom Perry., who is district superintendent for
the fisheries inspection branch in Prince Rupert, 
became involved as a 'private citizen' through 
the Rotary Club. He and Dave Cook were the 
volunteer adult supervisors of the project. 
The Rotary Club, as the non-profit sponsoring 
organization, received more that $4500 from 
Young Canada Works, a federal student-em- 
ployment program. Another $4900 came from the 
provincial Ministry of Labour Employment 
Opportunities Program, The Prince Rupert Fish 
Exchange (a fishing industry association) 
donated $2500, with a guarantee for the same 
amount next year. The nelmonid enhancement 
program gave about $4000. The money, (ap- 
proxima'tely $15,000) was.spent for the wages of 7 
students for two months, and piping, supplies for 
the t~xes, etc. 
"This past summer has been very educational 
for all concerned~" says Tom Perry. "I don't 
think anyone realizes the amount of volunteer 
adult time that would be needed for this 
project." Both Perry and Cook felt the need for 
technical expertise. They had Understood that 
experts would be available but they did not 
appear. "Some of the skills just weren't here," 
Cook admits. 
Experts may have been able to .fores~ itbe 
trrlgedy of this':sii~im'er, ~VhelrP~3000{~but"'~0 
percent) of the coho fry inthe boxes died from 
oxygen starvation in a matter of aboqt two 
hours. It was a bard blow to the students who had 
spent heir summer days feediug and caring for 
the fry. 
Marian, one of the seven students hired for the 
summer, described the work as 'fun an'd 
educational.' The three boys and four girls all 
• had a hand in feeding the fish, cleaning the 
• rearing boxes, keeping records on fish weight, 
feeding, and blazing a trail along the Kloiya'- 
Diana system. The trail will make that water- 
shed more accessible to sport fishermen and to 
fishery officers for Stream assessment work. 
The students also built a model of Hays Creek 
project, complete with labels and signs. 
The education ofthe students has ha~i its effect 
on others in the community as well. Perry 
describes the students as being very defensive 
about 'their creek.' Jack, a student hired for the 
project, told how for. several days he had wat- 
ched youngsters eating their lunches beside 
• Hays Creek and throwing their wrappings and 
begs into the creek. Finally, he went over to the 
boys and told them about the project and 
something about the salmon and strongly 
suggested that they put their garbage in the 
garbage cans in the future. And they have. 
Golfers, too, have been made aware of the 
goings on in Hays Creek, whiob runs through 
part Of the Prince Rupert Golf Course. Along the 
banks, students have placed signs explaining the 
project and the salmonid enhancement program. 
Gus " Jaltema, district supervisor for the 
Skeena district, fisheries .service, says, "The 
people in this community are very anxious to get 
involved in something, anything. The Boy 
Scouts, Rotary Club, Fish 'Exchange, Co-op. 
Fisherman's Gelid-they've all expressed' an 
interest in Kloiya. 
'Tve always thought the Kloiya system would 
be a good choice because there's a good sPecies 
mix, a flshway, two creeks and a lake-a good 
water supply. So many things could be done." He 
sees potential for a fish hatchery to support a 
sport fishery in Prince Rupert harbour and in the 
lakes. A project hat size could have massive 
volunteer help and some permanent employees. 
"It could boa  showcase," Jaltema suggests. 
"When people come to Prince Rupert, they see 
the 'fish factories' and the pulp mill. A small 
hatchery would be just great. But it's difficult o 
get a project like that off the ground." 
Tom Perry says the chamber of commerce is
really keen to have a 'visible' project. Interest in 
it would spread to the tourists, and the general 
image of the community could be improved by it .  
Teacher Dove"Cook has dreams too. "What I 
would like to see eventually is something like the 
occupational training hatchery on Lake 
Washington near Seattle, for high school 
students. Maybe we could use the old school on 
Dighby bland-it would be excellent for a marine 
iralning school. 
"All the salmonid enhancement projects eem 
to be down south. There is nothing much up 
north, but Prince Rupert seems a logical place 
for fish-related programs." 
• • . . . ' .  
Ottawa,-It's difficult to believe, but the new Joe 
Clark Conservative Government appears to be being.. ,~ 
had by the public servici~, - _., "-: 
Badking away "in horror from' their pre-eleetloh ~ promisen to clean house.of the Liberal hack& i~ar- .e 
petbeggere, defeated candidates, bagmen, ~plun- ~' 
derbundere, hangers;on, and assortect party p01Rlcal 
plum pickers, members of the Conservative Cabinet ~ !- 
seem to be competing in triumphantly announcing/.. 
who is not going to get the sack. ' ,: ~ . ;': 
They piously pretest that they don't wantwhaf they .... • 
• alone chose to term a "blood beth," but whi~ more 
• objective Conservatives term a neces~ry purge, o~'~. 
openly Liberal partisans, political subversives and old, 
• Trudeau favorites, " ' 
No matter if they were members of the Trudeau : 
• ' " ro " " Cabinet, they re thorougly p fesalenal, ...abr. "- 
selutoly dependable," and "essential to the efficient 
•funetioning of the Government;" -. ., 
.. Whusegovernment? Trudcsu's? ,',- 
Not to wOrry that Liberal deputies-some of whom 
stuck their feet up int he faces of Conservative, MPs ~-~, 
when.the Torius were in opposition and laughnd at:~: ''
them-are still in the public trough,. \, " . 
- Who cares that the Conservatives,' in .the spirit of a 
~revlval meeting, have trum~ted that ~lof  these 
former Trudeau bofflns.are going to stay right where 
they are "doing a great job," and nob ody's going to' 
lay a. finger on them. 
Imagine, one of them, heading an l~t 'eo in  -' 
mission, well beyond the normal:yeitr.s, ~',~ 't~unent, 
is a former member of the Trudeau earl Pearson 
Cabinets and was a top deputy minister back in the 
days of prime Minister Mackenzie King~ _ _ ce 
He was the deputy in charge of.Natiq~d ~ . 
when aroyal commission discovered ~e herren on 
"the government payroll at the Petawawa.army base 
• where someone ran off With a few handredyards of 
CPR siding trackage and Stripped the I~acks  of 
fridgen, stoves and other electrical equipment, . 
Nor are the Conservatives .going to ~mk.for the  
resignation ofthe deputy whois publicly recognized as • 
the one Who destroyed the credibility ot'Stattgies ' 
Canada nd wbotransformed what used to Im known 
as the Dominion Bureau of Statistics into an unfunny, 
joke . : .  
And still;another deputy wbose most disthq~flshed 
sorvice~was as a host-to, those who counted among 
,both the Liberals and Conservatives in order to play it 
~safe~-IS't6 t~emain; ' ' 
'; It has got to the point now where even tbe'~ormer , 
Trudeau Cabinet Minister and defeated candidate who 
was rewarded by the Liberals in time's nick with the ., 
board chairmanship of Air Canada is making in. 
dignant noises that anyone should even dare suggest " 
he might haye the good grace to retire on his Ioug-tlme 
parliamentary pension and whatever he managed to 
save from his more than generous ministerial salary. 
The situation is becoming so redtokie<Inekle it could 
• e atwo-way- put-on. . ,~:., ./., .,..:~ ~,, , 
, h'n,~*,,th,~.,.,,kl,n ~m.,,,~,~o,~,~Igm/iim~.6h~lg~;d,/I;gi'6~..~, 
through attrition. 
It is a fact that the departments are in:an uproar. 
Nothing is being done in the panic-not much was even 
done when things were normally in a semi-paralysis. 
Morale is supposed to be non-existent. 
And so the Conservatives hesitate to m~ke a move 
lest all hands faint with fright. 
Then again, the Tories may have a huge put:on o4 
their own going. 
The idea being to play nicely-nicely now, being 
better than just good guys and lulling everybody into 
the old comatose state of mind and mood that b 
normal for Coma City. 
Then chop!. Snickerty-snack. ~eads arolling. 
If Vancouver has a kindly 
Godfather it must be Mont. 
real. The name Vancouver 
was selected by a Moat- 
realeh William Van ttorne. 
The railroad which brought 
explosive growth to Van. 
couver was operated from 
Montreal. 
The first Transcontin. 
ental train, to arrive in 
Vancouver' originated in 
Montreal and was pulled by 
CPR 374. What a day that 
was in the life of Canada 
when 374 puffed her way 
into Vancouver. It was May 
23, 1887 and everyone who 
could walk or el'awl was out 
to witness this historic 
event when the Confederat. 
ion promise Was fulfilled.. 
This arrival in Vancouver 
should not be confused with 
the CPR first Transcontin- 
ental which arrived at Port - 
Moody on July 4,. 1886. 
The extension to Vancouver 
had not been completed 
and it wa'salmosf"a year 
later before the Montceal- 
Vancouver service started. 
This historle old engine 
#374 with her arrogant cow 
catcher and .. mushroom 
capped smokestack'proudly 
sits in Kiteilano Beach 
Vancouver for all to see and 
marvel at this exciting 
chapter in Canada'8 his. 
'tory. 
' John Fisher," gteeutlve 
Vice President of. tim 
Council for Canadian Unity 
was Canada's Centemflal 
Commissioner, 
Let ters  
welcome  ' 
The Herald welcomes its .readers corn- 
ments. All letters to the editor of '0en'eril 
public interest will be printed, We;do,: 
however, retain the right to refuse to print 
letters on grounds of possible l i be le r  bad  
taste. We mayalso edit leffers for style end 
length. A l l  letters to be co nsldered for 
publication must be ,.signed, 
1 
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ECONOMY • CANADIAN 
• . . .  ' . , ,  • . , 
Al l  tha  g i l t s  lw  g ld  ; .... ' t e rs  i s  not  a ays  o - 
~, 
o~AWA. (CP) - -  Sines But finance officials are ~m.e~8 in the .risht diree- out of the average almostacentagaimtltsU.S, tint time since Marsh that economy will lmve ~tarted to down production, curtail 
JoMi. Croable: became troubled by widespread paychequeshrunkMlghtlyto counterpart since Creeble Its reserves of foreign deteriorate, plans to hire new workers 
f lnanee,n~ter six weeks warnings that. the new ¥11e latat unemployment 8.g per cent a year from the took office and the finance curreneyhadinea'msed. Withih the lu t  few weeks, and stop lnvmtin8 in new 
ago, notbh~betgeednews miniater'shonee]eY~.ooaisfast rate (June) dropped to a May rate of 9.3 Per cent - -  department was able to . Crosble also had the reports have started emning pkntsandequipmenL 
abeutthe.~momyseemsto drawing to an e . .seasonally adjusted7.5 per the meet favorable price rep~)rt last month for the pleuant aekof lmbl /~ thick and fast from the ' How smn and how seriom 
have. l~O~/red out of h is .  By told-July, all the major cent, its low~t level since figure since January. poDibillty that by the time last month that the economy Unlted States governmmt, the economic problem, 
delm~eat.  ' i .  'L'p~-omie.indieators were 1976. Theblteinflatlonteek The dollar has gained he begins making lmbllc the grew at an annual rate of e.8 private research ahead will be are mitters et 
• .,  , .~-~J ' , '  ,,.' . . . per cent during the first m'ganlzatlom and considerable speculation 
, ~ ' .. , .. • ~o~c.~ .: • .~ quarter of the year, its best eeonomLsts around the world within the govm'nmmt and 
• no  re l ie f  now e : ] [ose  
Ear i se  three-month peformanee thnttlto U.S. hen aslant - - - -un i ty .  ~: ' - -  ~ since 1973. begun to slide into the Former finance re]ulster ' 
recession anticipated for Jean ¢hreflm said there is 
At first glance, the more than six months, good rmsm to be concerned 
, : count ry ' s  improved about predictiou by the U.S. • : , . • 
T~RONTO. (CP) - -  An ar TV set so you won't hear abandon his praet/ce. I was The next step was to equlp symptom of tinnitus must economic performance AddLngtothlopremurem government that their 
estlmated one million them or learn to live with lt.". determined to help him as the patient with a battery..begivenacompletephyMeal wouldappearJmttheklnd~ the economy was last country's |oblesa total will 
C~nadlam, either e0nstantly But row, thanks to the well as thousands of other operated masker, which examination a d his medical welcome a new finance rain. month's deelMmt by the all- increase by one million this 
or intermittently, are ter- ingenuity of Dr. Jack Pul.ee, desperate people with the constantly ' piped the htstofy has to be recorded, tater would wish, but the producing countries to year and double-digit in. 
mmted!~ya cmditienlmown .4e, a University of Southern" same cmditim." • neutralizing sound into his The reason: In many in- sltuatim has two ui~etti~ charge 25per cent more fer mum will prevail. 
as tbmitm or ear ni/Ne. California neurologkt, relie~ After three years of ex- ear, night and day. stances, the tinnitus can be elements, each barrel d oil. "This will make life dif. 
Crmbie has said thLs will flcult for Canada." He said .,: Thendmanl~a l~,  Is in slght. Pulec has in- perimentat]m, subsidized by . ,'The masker d.evices have tracedtoaspeeifleeause-- First, Crmble can hardly have to be paned m to eon. repercumions are inevitable 
. .~ ' ,  w ldg l~,  vented a device which, when a philanthropic organizatlm gained acceptance fairly llke a turnout 'in the ear, claim credit for the improve- sumers. Canadiam now buy in a country that does 70 per i 
clangmg,' ./: Jmpln8 or wern on the ear, banlahes the known as Ear International, quickly," said Pulse. obesity, a: hormonal im- mont, He has introduced no their oH for two-thirds of the cent of its business with the 
rourinli, fl~me Uneltus unwanted seunds, the California neurologist "They're now available in balance, . hypertension, wogranm of his own and world price, but the United States. 
suffe~em are kept awake at "It's called a masker,"' foUnduslnga solutiOn.a device known as moet,,in majorCanada,U.S.they,reCitieS.bein8 excess veteriorscleroslsSmOking,or an adver ear" coastingackn°wledgeSalongthat'heoniS stillthe governme t plans to narrow C~'etlen said the govern. [ 
Pules said in a telephone ~no~?y " the hntmdty d the.., the gap between domestic me~t should be able to : 
interview. " It 's  about the an audiometer, Pules would introduced by Dr. Peter drug reaction, initiatives of his 'Liberal and  world prises much more reduce the impact of the ' 
~nl itave'beenfereed to' name size as a heating'aid feed sounds of different Alberti,ehiefof "In such cases you get rid predecessor Jean Chretlen. ~rapidly than the Liberal U.S.-Imsed reeeesim on the 
restrletthdraoelalllfe, give and it's battery-operated." frequencies and intensity otolarynol~y, at the Mount of the tinnltus by treaUng the Sofar, Croobleandhlsaldea dministration Indicated economyifltimplementathe : 
up Jol~, and in a few In. Pules developed a special into the patient's ear until it Sinai Hospital in Toronto. physical condition, that have reacted with virtual would be necessary. 
stance l, have committed sympathy for the plight o~ exactly duplicated his own The masker costs about causes them," Pulec said. silence to each new Idece ~ right policies. He would not 
sulelde. . . the tinnltus victim because ri~in~..Then he would in.. ;~40; the physician's, fee is ."I would estimate that of favorable economic news. ~ can only punh up the give any. indication what 
Unfll.r~'e~Uytherelswu ofa40-year-oldlmtientwho crease the intensity and aboutM)0." , every l00 patlents who walk The second drawback is cmto~l lv in&Itcouldabo these po]icles are, sayin~he ~. 
no eff(~.'tive tr~tmmt to was also a phyMcian. • band widthof the sound until Pulec explained Why the into my office complaining more serious. The mlnl~ter increase costs to industry to does not yet have a clear .-, 
lamdah the unwanted mr  "The poor fellow could not It neutralized or masked the phyMcian'sfeeiseohi6h. : about ear. noises, onlyabout Ls faced with the veryrml such a degree that enQugh picture ~ the U.S. 
nolseL The l~st'  advise concentrate became of the patient's ear ndse. Every patient with the 20 require maskers?', new government'nvlans, the manufacturers will sl0w aituatim. . . . . .  ~"  .~.;~, 3 
doetoi's canld ~feFwu turn content roaring in his ears 
• ' ":~ ' . '  . : '  " .  ;1;  d ( 
: BUSINESS D IRECTORY :* Sun :h p l . . . . .  ea ts  on  . . . . . .  
(CP) -- 'Reet~tim director C, ekl~s mint of the mummer ~ . .. , . . . . . .  ~ ,, :"~, ,.. • . i 
" '/B!ockso Ba0s..of "' ' " " : '  " J J~-'A ,~ g '  't'~ -:! "~ 
Bil l  B~ek'd'i'kmtck for while coil.am" water tern- ~ , ,  vAN S 00NTRA01'.ING . . . . /~ ,x  Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil. Drain . .  j~, i i lo  wi~ lit .a lp"  ' scro~ha lp~ov ldodth la  perature'rmlgesbetweel145. ~ , rock.  Patio. Concrete Gravel, Wa"s'ae .ru",',"'*
city ~wlth soml t~ that . and 50 de i~ 'ees . .  ' :'i: .... , 
shmdd, brad,the copycats The city. finance corn, ~ i e ' :Repmr  " " ' . ' . " . . . . . .  ,,,.- . . . .  * ., w .ar~.It!l.asolarhea~ed mltt e wak happy, h)o. 0. .  " :' FdrnJtur , Cement,'t/, Yard Concrete Mixer avaltable for r~nt. 
\ : WEDELOVER'SATUROAYS 4711-G Keith Ave. / "  ~-*:~ " ~ 
Until the solar system took 
_ ~  0 h d l  ' ' ' nlack.wh0nyahewasal- over two years a8o, the bm ,Rest0rati us, Hope C ests p.ONem-ms/, Your f r ien y conven ience ;s tore  . . . . . .  i; 
solar, be~ting,' assembled with propane gas came to : 0m Made Furniture Refinishin ConstrU'ctlon Ltd. . ~' ;' ,,.~>~. . . . .  
civic pro|e~t~, With the help Skepticism at city, hallhas . . . .  • • . . • " - ' , ~ ~_. 
c~ the .Canada Works been replaced by more. ' ,, -,,,m-,~. n 5 5 ' : Hookday, ' 6:30  am-  12 midn igh*t  
t~m and a recreation mmey and enegW,spving ~. ,. ' 35"5  8 
grant, the total ~t  for the gleams. . . . . . . . . . . .  " ..... '. . . . .  " water-heating system for l;'utureplans, when money 2610 Ka lum St .  Ter race  Plant Off Krumm Road Wook~ds !: 9: O0 am to  12 midn ight  " ' . ........ ' ' • . . . . .  Thornhill / .,.. :~ 
Campbellton's outdoor becomes available, a re  to ',, ,l I" , czfz-~7 ;L 
public peal came to around use .the existing panels , 
,,,.0, o.,,.. , .  EST  PiPE l Plumblng,Heotl~g,Comm.r¢lglServl¢l.g eoet ol Mmikr installationn the rocrutim and parks NORTHW "'""'"" "°° ' " ' "  ~ ' " " "° ' ° " " " " '  
elsewhere in the country, atocase buJ]dlil~. . and Sheet Metal Shop ~. 
maekde~p~l~t .  The ,ymm ha. to'be E liT LTD;'. Ch H B 1 ' '  himself and began con- drained of water before . .  AMD QUIPME I ar  e e anger , 
stru,.,tioo ~ the solar panels ffeezin8 and replace it with I '~ 
inddeaclt~storagebuildin~ a ti.freeze. To heat the , PIPEePLU~BING SUPPLIES, PUMPS,..,,:: '. i ;  ~;~.~;:),:~L,.U,~,[H.~.~',.~,~.~;QnMo on~ c n. : '  
ol~ratiiln76# ~ ]~611~f~. t l~a  heat.tramfer tank . . . .  44~ LAKELSE AVENUE 
June. inside the building and the ~ 
He nays he used about a water in the buildlng's ~239 KoUh Avenue - N.~i".c. Hydro I . o go . . ,  ~ .o .~6. ,~, .  
kllometreofhalbincheopper b atln$'s~ztem would pus ' 635-71 ' l .~ . ,0 (  vo~,,, o , , . . , . o  
pipe in the cnllecto~, Pipes through a coil IO the tank to 58 Insloll & Service Gas, Wo~d & Oil Furnaces 
from the panele atop the p/ok up accumulated heat. ' ?'. 
storage Ixdlding go down to Campbellton mothers ~ 
and under the street o the think the pool is ~Weat-- wlth t" 
return system carries the and then. Terrace Electronic Repairs Lid,, BUSINESSMAN! " .oo, . . ,  ( ,ocEnr  MR, 
coUectm, out of the Oyro Club- ' 'SERVING TERRACE & KITIMgT 
, w .~ o~t ~ .~  o ~  , .~  ov. ® OPEN -~ 
"it was .way beyond our That's whenmomsfearthe' 7 DAYS A WEEK ~ s .v ,c~ gn  
e~pectatiom." kids can catch the sniffles To Ser re  } 'o .  oePoT This ace  I IU~I  WUU 
Water temperature In the when they emerge from the ,. ~ Phlllps, Maonavox, Zenith : ~ I "  ;.2' 
swimming pool ranges warm water. WEEKDAYS 8-11 WE[KENOS 9-11 Sanyo.Toshlba J~ J  3 
4438 Lakelse " For Your ,m 
Newspaper   ays . , . - . . .m.- , .  . . . .  • L YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE " *'~'"'~"~.'" ".'" 4".' ~i 
Clark  hu  i l i  ted  ' " ' ' 
m a  £OAR: :'!M#. eUSlNESSUAN! ::' WASHINGTON (CI ~) --  some governments the 
~ae W~Poet  sayn emswerlsyes." I a : .% 4418 Legion Avenue ,> 
Joe Clarkcb0N to accept k The newspaper says " ~; 
humHlatlon rather --an 'aPa, ut~r~ dependent on ~ ~ S / X N L ? O R  " .A  : ~ "  Ter ra©e,  ' ,C :  Thi Sp 
tempt renl economic Middle ~.ast oil, "m ,, S aoo  i s  Reserved 
damKe," when he basked ready to Jump through Just . ~ {O,1~,~__ 
off from l lpromlm to move about any hoop the Arabs . . . ,. . . . .  I: 
the Camdl~ embassy in hold," while A.strla 'qms Custornflnlshln,.Renovatl,S-Addltlons t~ A ( :O l l l l ) l ( , t ( '  ( ; I ; | s ,~  a l l ( '  "1~1~ ! 
,, . , , r  Your Ad, In an oditorl|l, the The U.$., meanwhile, Is 
nov,.sl~pe~ 88 .  eo~omie steadflylncreasingitsdlim- 635"4856 " ,A lun) inum Serv ice  
pressure exerted by the ports from countries which BOX 643 ' Terrace, B.C. • i 
Arabs .led the new prime dimgree with its Middle ' i 
' minister to .p~e his Egst policy and which "may • . 
.,.,.....m,v,~, ,.,,.,o.~......,, ~ t~ Cleaners Ltd embassy from Tel Aviv to The Pmt gays this opens . Y, ] the dleputed city of range ofscenarlos |~nrt~ • RENOVATING. B,CYCLES. ETC. Jerusalem  ~ a new • , SMALL APPLIANCES. LAWN MOWERS. : which the U.S. counters [ ,,..--,..,....v.,.o.e..o,,...,,,.. / / . . ,  
and money for politiual last of which is force." FOR THE BEST IN , 
,,rpo,o l, eem,n]y "The temon~ *rid [ /~ , / - /e ra ]d!  . "~ SUEDE AND LEATHER Handvman Unlimited " 
: k~flmate ,-- at least as emotimm hovering over the i F ~ .  , CLEANING 
/ l~ltimate sll lm.ur |  use oz Middle East can make. It ~ 2 LOCATIONS ;~: 
"~ it's ~m'ellpl fHende in,, their difficult to eetablblb dearly ~1404 Legion Avenue and Min i  Mall 
.~ own political arena, The the difference between Post n.~. a~ustin8 policy judiciously (Next to Mr.  Mikes) Call 6ILL or DALE 3943Mountainview t ": 
"But there is a con- to chansin~ circumstances 3212 KALUM PHON['635-6357 630.627, or 53S.3967 l"errace, B.C, "i 
° Mderable quesUm whether and bowie to bluckmail." , o 635-2838 ,,. 
the use., of a~h power in "The United States can 
acceptable, or rather, fairly say that so far it. has : [ i ~ ;' 
whether forelsn govern- stayed on the honorable side I I RESIDENTIAL ~ &  HOT WATER 
menta wUl.aeeept It. For ot that dl~dde." Pro-ueoh Electronics Engineering i i Cos  nauts  COUX Offices, Cus|orrl ' Ht=ATING ALTE"AT~ ~15 &--~-RVI:' 
eat I ' I I1mtsn ng homes, Flreplaces 
ar ice  r ~ i WeServiceAIICommercial&HomeEntertalnment I IHammondCertif edTechniclan OaO-Z~lOg I I ~ ~  endur  eeorr l  II Appliances lncludlng Warranty Oepot It ,i . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.,,m,J, dl;,,~ & GenerM. -.~.-=.--,-~. Jan's Hutinl 
i SanYo SoundHIgn, Kenwood, Admiral, Hitachi i i 
I • Morse Electrophonlc I I ~Am " " i A  " MOSCOW (AP) - -  Two aboard the Salyut 6 ~pa~ 
So~et eomnom~u~ set • - Maflon they boarded amaoet 
,epace endurance ~ .  five monUm ago. 
, r l ySml t~ymthe lm~t  33..KAt.U. .  ' " ' " ' "  I I 6.3916Mountainvlew Ave.,  Terrace I ~ , . , , , Tw, t . sH~v~.  
and 10uikat space flldht In . The...pair, who :we_re  ] . ' | q. i PHONE 638.1468 ,.  TEnRACE.  B .C .  
mtoW. " ' munenm to space um e'eo. 
i Commnuder* v,.,.,,., .-~. ,.. ,-., , .... fa l l  us at  to  5 , ,  ,.y,k~, . s~, . .  ; .s ,~ , ,m_ , .~ . ,  m~,~ i l  II , I 
+ 
fl ight ,enlmeer.  vsmry  space tuSnt mny w,mou, ' ,,,urn,,,., , .~  ~. ~, . -  , , -  " . . ,  ~,o 6 3 5 -6  3 5 7 9 mvimemark~lMdays,  14 previous., recoru-se.ttln~ 
hOUrl, 41 minute| sn.d creweea~ha.4,.,~o__Paff.:~ 
eeattamder~tl . I I  the ~m emmmmum vmt zor • wm~. 
d.m,m.~m..,m,.m,-,,m~ 
e 
Pale ~, TboHernM, Monday, July 16, 1979 
, ':: i • . :.' " : " " '/ ra l~lesr  P 
~1 l " ' '  taVoANa~t~eU~ w~n 12 of 20 Ontario won o'ne of four T ime.  , .40.  " ' ,:0e.7~. ': ' 
T ime 
1 events in the l lret two days of events . . .  . . . Men's 400 motres: 1. eralR ' Wnmeu's  3 .k l lometre  
1 l l  / 1 the three-day Canadian Ben Jonnson of Toronto Stenowski, Ont.; 2. Tom walk: 1. 
1 1 1 1 Junior track and field also set a wind-aldad per, Hind, Ont,; 3. :Don Garrod, HeleneE 
1 M 1 1 champlonshipe, but Quebec scnal best of 10.60 seconds to ont. Time 40.48. • S(coch, 
1 ,me l ~  wns ahead Saturday in over- win the men's160 metres and Men's 11Q-metre hurdiex: . Men's 
/ / ~ all points, club,mate Charmaine  1. Mike McKoy, Ont.; 2. Clark, , 
I 1 ~ Quebec, which won gold Crooks captured, the Valan SerJcant, Ont.; 3. Umim;, 
m mE ~ medals in four events at women's460inM.43seconda. Cord Fuller, Prairies. Time 8. Wayn( 
Empire and Swangard 141.~ • ... .. ~,~.,,14:3~.07. 
~ "  stadiums, had 257~ points, ' . . . .  
a lk :  Ann Peel, Ont.; 2. 
.  Davis, Ont.; 3. Shells 
~coch, ont. Time 15:10.81. 
S,000 metres: 1. Inn 
Scarborough Op- 
tl ista;2. Steve Snell, Ont.; 
e Rossen, Ont. Time 
Men's :,000-metre steeple. Women's . l l 0 ,metre  :::, l~ 's  4z40o.metre 'relay: 
followedby British Columbia chase: I. Chris Dickson, On- hurdles: I. Farm: Brown, ,':1. ~]Power Track Club; 2. 
with 219½. Despite' its gold tario; 2. Real I)~sJerdins," One.i.Z. Klm WUkiuaon,, 'Quebec A; 3.. B.C. A~ Time 
medal production, Ontario Quebec; 32" ' Murray Praktes ;  3, Censle Peinmn. 3:20.60. , ~ ' 
had only 165 points. McEachern, Ont. Time Tuln, B.C. Time 14.48. Women's 4x400-metre 
SPORTS 
Golfers hold tournament 
by Den Baker  
Over 60 compositors from 
Terrace and area par- 
tinipated in a Junior.senior 
golf tournament at the 
Skeena Valley Golf club on 
Sunday. 
Part/eipants in the tour. 
nament played in what 
consisted of one senior and 
one Junior golfer. The team 
of golfers who finished with 
the lowest 8rnsa total was 
Pete Martin Jr. and Bill 
Mores who scored 72 on n 
course rated at 64. 
With the second lowest 
8russ total was the team of 
Byron Karrdol and John 
Satberland who finished 18 
holes of golf with a total of 73. 
Third place went to the 
team of Jack Cameron and 
Erwin Cachets who finished 
with a score of 74. 
The lowest net total of 56 
was golfed by Rub Dezzi and 
his partner Bibbi. 
Made Youn~ and Layue 
Young teamed up tn score 
the sseoud lowest net scare 
of 60. 
In the net se(~e category 
third plkce was captured by 
Keitb Williams and Bill 
Stephens who ake finished 
the tournament with a score 
of 60. 
........... . . ii:~__ 
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• Meet organizers are 
grouping athletes into one of 
five regions: Ontario, 
Quebec, B.C., Prairies and 
Maritimes, and points are 
awarded for the first 10 
places with 12 for first and 
one.for 10th. 
Some major Ontario clubs, 
however, are competing as 
independents so their points 
are not being added to the 
provincial total. 
Mike McKoy's record- 
breaking ll0-metre hurdle 
dash was the meet's out- 
standing performance 
during the first two days. 
McKoy; 17, of Toronto, was 
tlmedin 14,1 seconds, a tenth 
of a second ahead of Valan 
Sarjeant of Hamilton, Ont., 
as both broke the previous 
mark of 14.S .seconds 
established by Tony Nelson 
of Qnsbee in 1969. 
McKoy's ~time, however, 
probably will not be ratified 
because the wind fnntor was 
above the allowable 
maximum of two metres a 
second. 
"This is one of the fastest 
tracks 'I've ever competed 
on," said McKoy, a high, 
school student who will enter 
Grade 12 this fall. "The wind 
was really with us. I beat my 
personal beet by eight-tenths 
(of n second)." 
McKoy's victory was one 
of II by ontario athletes in IS 
5:S7.94. 
/:* :. ':/.i~ ,;~> ..:~ i~ 
'~., ~:.. :., ~ :...~:.~.~:ii~.:~~ 
Men's 10-1Womstre walk: relay: 1. Saskstohewan; ~.. 
I .  Gulllaume Lebinnc, Qua.; 
Women's high Jump: 1.  2. Doug Brown, Ont.; 3. 
Cathy MarJerrinon, Ont.; ~. Frsnnois Lupointe, Que. 
Jane Anne Forrest, Ont.; 3/ Trine 47:01.08. 
:'~:~'<  ~':::i~=~.~: 
~::.~: :: .:.~ 
Lisa McCarron, Ont. Height 
1.76. 
Men's shot put: 1. Johnny 
Nielsen, Ont.; ~. Derren 
McFea, Ont.; 3. Steve Muir, 
Ont. Distance 1S.40. 
Women;s d iane:  1. ~aron 
Curik, Ont.; Bdgitte Luzar, 
Ont.; 3. Cindy Crupper, Ont. 
Distance 41.56. 
Pole vault: I. Dave 
Wooley, Ont'.; 2. Rip Loftns, 
British Columbia; 3. Brian 
Walley, B.C. Distance 4.20. 
• Hammer throw: I. James 
Findlay, Clue.; Dank. Matte/ 
Que.; 3. Rene Be]anger, qua, 
Distance: 47.40. 
Men's Javelin: 1. Mike Ma- 
hovolicb, B.C.; 2. Denis 
Daniel, qne.; 3. David Mills, 
Ont.' Distance: 71.38. 
Men's 160 metres: 1. Ben 
Johnson, .Ont.; 2. Jack 
Susgett, Prairies; 8, Sterling 
Hinds, Ont. Time 10.60. 
Women's 100 metres: 1. 
Anaeln Bailey, Ont.; 2. 
Chantal Desrosiers, Que.; 3. 
Sandra Gilkes, Prairies. 
Time: 11.5. 
Women's 480 metres: I. 
Charmaine Crooks, Ont.;, 2. 
Judy Tobacco, B.C.; ~3.i~ 
; .  ~.~ 
Men's 4xl0o.metre relay: 
1. quebec A; ~. Searboroush 
Optomista A; 3. Power Track 
Club. Time 42,39, ' 
Women's • 4xlO0-metre 
relay: 1. Quebec A; Z. Britlah 
Columbia; 3. Manitoba. 
. Tlme. 41,43. 
Men's 40o.metre hurdles: 
I. Rob Murphy, Ontario; 2. 
Brock Osborne, Ont.; 3. Cord 
Full~', Prairies. Time 54.67, 
Women's 400.metre 
hurdles: 1. Gwen Hell, 
Pralrtes; Z. Carnie Lebuk, 
quebec; 3. Helen Gnuvreau, 
Clue. T ime g l .a J .  
Men's |~  metres: 1. 
/,Sterling Hinds, Power Track 
Club, Toronto; 2. DSug 
Tyron, Prairies; 3. Ben 
Johnson, Scarburough, oat,, 
Optimists. Time 21.41. 
Women's ZOO metres: 1. 
Chantal Dosresiem, Que.; 2. 
Charmalne Crooks, ~car- 
borough Optimists; 3. 
Sazanne Bouvier, Prairies. 
Time 23.90. 
Men's S56 metres: 1. John 
Settle, Ont.; 2. Ken Haney, 
British Columbia; S. Brian 
: A l l i son ,  • Prairies. Time 
1:52.26. 
Women's 800 metres: 1. 
Ranza Clark, Prairies; 2. 
l~ .e!~,B .C . ;  3,  Nancy 
.::.- ' .~ '  ,t~, .~'.* . .... 
karborou~h Optimists; 3, 
Calgary Thunderbolts. Time 
3:4S.64. ' ' 
Men's  high Jump: 1. 
'Michel Brodeur, qne.; 2. 
Laird McLean, Ont.; 8. Main 
Boisvert, Que. Height 2.09. 
Men's triple Jump: I ,  
Derek George, Qua.; .~-. 
Duryl Meinyk, Soarberough 
Optimists; 3. Dave Binder, 
Oat. Distance 14.37. 
Men's  discus: 1. Mike 
Schincartol, Ont.;' 2. Steve 
.Muir, Ont,; 3. Kevtn Test, 
Power Track Club. Distance 
45.82. 
Women's Javelin: 1. Cindy 
Cropper, Ont.; 2. Monlque 
Lapras, Que.; 43. Alison 
Brown, Prairies. Distance 
48.70.. 
Women's .shot put:  I .  
Cindy Crupper, Ont.; 2. 
Nicole Guny, Que.; 3. Liz 
Polyak, Ont. Distance 13.28. 
Women's pentathalou: 1. 
Connie PolmenTuin, B.C.; 2. 
Thnyn Brothers, Manitoba; 
3. Linda Spenst, B.C. Total 
3,500. 
Men's decathsleu: 1. Cord 
0rlikow, Manitoba; 2. David 
Blackburn, Ont.; 3. John 
Mitchell, Alberta; Total 
6,433. 
Wome's 3,0ee metres: 1. 
Veronica PeryckyJ, Ont.; 2. 
Sylvia Rungger, Ont.; 3. 
Brenda Johnston, Que. Time 
9:~.40. 
Grich dr]ves    $els to w in  
Bobby Grlch drove in aU 
five California runs, tWo with 
a twoout homer in the bottom 
of the ninth inning off Ron 
Gnldry, to give the Angels 5-4 
victory Sunday over New 
York Yankees in American 
. League baseball action. 
Boston scored two runs in 
the ninth inning on only onsi 
hit-- a load.off single by Jim 
Rice - -  to beat Oakland 3.2. 
Triples by Sal Bando and 
Robin Yount and doubles by 
Buck Martinez ,and Ben 
081ivie highlighted a seven- 
double to carry Minnesota 
Twins past Toronto Blue 
Jays 9-4. 
On Saturday, Toronto 
do)vned Minnesota 4.2, 
Boston outlasted Oaldand 3. 
7,  Milwaukee dumped 
Cleveland 10-3, Chieqo 
Golf 
scores 
MILWAUKEE (AP) - -  Top 
20, ties and money winnings 
lifter flnM-round play Sunday In 
the S~0,000 Milwaukee Open 
~e tournam"t:  269 $36,000 
Regslado 274 S14,933 
Trovlno 274 S1&933 
Smons 274 S14,933 
Lister 275 i7,6~0 
Dousherty 27S 17,600 
Orahnm 276 ~, 4.q} 
Bryant 276 16,450 
Bont 277 ~,4~0 
OIIdwell 27"/aS,400 
Jones 2T/ss,40o 
Rodrlousz 278 S3,685 
Levi 278 S3,68S 
North 278 S3,685 
ZKtoy 278 $3,685 
Kratzart 278 S3,~IS 
Green 278 113,685 
~lllor 278 $3,48S 
Feronz 279 $2,424 
Reid 279 $2,424 
Elchelbergr 279 S2,424 
W~dklns 279 S2,424 
Mann 279 S2,424 
The Dodgers, defending NL 
champions, a re  21 games 
under .500 and have lost five 
in a row and I0 of their last 12 
games. 
Dave Concepcion drove in 
four runs with a homer and a 
...... .~;; ....... Grich singled home Jhn run second Inning that rocked Detroit 12-4, Texas .sscriflceflyandTomsoaver 
,..,,~ ............... :.: ....... ; ..- Anderson~n the,third and . .powered . . -M i lwaukee  ;, beat .Kansas.• City ..7-3, wod his,., seventh straight 
.s'~J~/..)/'~,~idoubl[~i)to(~m~!AnderB~)n:t;..1.Brewers tG:~a 10-4:~vic~otyi~scallfornia utscored' N~W:J. gaf~e]~,~ds cincinlmti ,,Red~.l 
and Rick Miller in the over Cleveland Indians. York, 6-7,,hnd,,,BalUmor~ deist/ted Chi~go ~e~bSL,V~/~;" " 
seventh inning ns the Angels downed Seattle ~-2. Mike Ivie drove in two runs 
took n two-game lead in the Todd Cruz and George . with a double and a homer 
...- 
.ii :'?':'. 
[.,.,.. • . . :, : . .  . 
:'i:, "~i".~" ":.." • " . . . . . .  
: ':.,', .,.:.~ ./,':<~:::~i.  ~:~: ,~' / ,  .". i:~';::;~.. , . '~:: 
?'. '. :." ~'," :'~" ~M~ .~t~: '. 
~:~ " . ,  . L ."~.~ " 
Dale Stacey selects an iron during the junior-senior 
tournament held on Sunday. 
Photo by Don Baker 
:i 
/ 
...:,:.:.:..:,+. 
AL West Division into the all- 
star break. 
The-Yankees' runs' came 
on two-run homers by Chris 
Chambliss and Jim Spencer. 
New York is fourth in the 
East, 11 games behind 
Baltimore. 
The Orioles hold a two- 
game lead over second-p]nce 
Boston Red Sex following a 6- 
1 victory over Seattle' 
Mariners, Ken Singleton 
drove in three Baltimore 
runs with a double nnd a two- 
run homer and Dennis 
Martinez pitched a four- 
hitter. 
Scott hit ran-scoring doubles 
to back Paul Splittorff's five- 
hitter as Kansas City Royals 
edged Texas 4-3 and snapped 
n sevengame losing streak. 
The Rangers' runs came on 
homers by Bump Wills, 
Buddy Bell and Jim Sund. 
berg. 
S{eve Kemp collected five 
hits and Lance Pardsh had 
four to pace Detroit's 20-hit 
attack as the Tigers ripped 
Chicago White Sex 14-5. 
Dave Edwards hit his first 
career grand slam and John 
Cast/no added n three-run 
In the Nat/onal League, 
Montreal Expca beat San 
Diego Padres 4-0 as Ellis 
Valentine bit a two-run 
homer and Andre Dawson hit 
two solo shots. The Expos 
lead the NL East by three 
games. Houston Astrca are 
S½ games in front in the 
West Division. 
The Andros, limited to five 
, hlts by John FulSham, lost 3- 
I to St. Louis 3-1. Bob Boone 
and I)el Utmer drove home 
two runs apiece in an eight. 
run third inning that carried 
Philadelphia Phlllies to a 10- 
S victory over Los Angeles. 
while Ed Whitson and two 
relievers combined on an 
e~,ht-hitter an Sen Francisco 
Giants beat New York Mats 
4-0. 
In a nisht game, Pitt- 
sburgh Pirates met the 
Braves in Atlanta. 
On Saturday, Philadelphia 
outlasted Los Angeles 10-7, 
New York edged San 
Francisco 3-2, San Diego 
dumped Montreal 6.1, 
Chicago nipped Cincinnati 1- 
0, Pittsburgh downed 
Atlanta 5-1 and Houston 
edged St. Louis 3.~. 
Vancouver and Beavers tied 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  to defeat Portland 4-1 and 
Vancouver Canadians ex- move back into a first-place 
ploded for three runs in the tie in the pacific Coast 
eighth inning Saturday night League's North Division ' 
Cloy, . .  i i 
~ : ~  ............... ,,, " . ... , . 
/ 
/ 
t 
i 
i 
Colt45 ins,de , 
Colt 4S!Gmat tasting B.C. beer. 
with the Beavers. 
Vie Harris bit a bases- 
loaded single to pat the game 
out of reach as the 
Canadians and the Beavers 
tied a league record by 
completing eight double 
. plays. The Canadians turned 
over five and the Beavers 
three. 
Left-hander Ed Carroll, in 
relief of Andy Replogle, 
threw only nine pitches but 
was credited with his first 
win of the season In two 
decisions. Ca~oll relieved in 
the eighth and threw one 
l/tCh. He was lifted in turn in 
favor of Dan Boitano, who 
nailed down his eleventh 
save of the season by getting 
the final two outs in the 
ninth. 
Cone Pen',, who rellevnd 
starter Bob Kaiser to start 
the ~lht inning, wns tagged 
with the loss and saw his 
record chop to three wtnn 
and six losses. 
"AMERICAN LEAGUE 
gut  
W L Pot. GEL 
Baltlmoro 59 31 .656 
Boston S6 32 .636 2 
Milwaukee Sd 38 .507 4 
New York 49 43 .533 11 
Detroit 4S 48 .500 t4 
CleVeland 42 4t ,467 17 
TorQnto 29 64 ,317 ~IV= 
West 
Cslltornle 55 38 ..~t -- 
Telex 52 39 .571 2 
Minnesota 48 41 .~19 S 
Kgntas City 44 41 .,184 10 
Chicago 41 SO .d51 13 
Seattle 40 54 .~6 15,/= 
Oakland 25 49 .26S 30V: 
Sunday Results 
Mlnnosota 9 Toronto 4 
Detroit 14 Chicago 5 
Milwaukee 10 Cleveland 4 
KsnMs City 4 Texas 3 
California 8 New York 4 
Boston 3 Oakland 2 
Baltimore 6 Seattls 1 
" Saturday Results 
Toronto 4 Mlnnesots 2 
Boston S Oakland ? 
Milwaukee 10 Cleveland 3 
Cl)lrJgo 12 Detroit 4 
Texas 7 Kanua City 3 
CAlifornia 8 New York 7 
Oaltlmora 5 Suffle 2 
Tge lUy Game 
All4tar Game at Seattle 
NL All.stars vs. At. All.Stare 
N 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
nsst 
L Pcl. GEL 
Montrul .J 35 .5811 --  
Chicago 47 38 .$53 3 
Phlleclelphlo 50 41 .549 3 
Plthlbureh 46 39 .$41 4 
St, Louis 44 42 ,512 6vs 
NEW York . 37 49 ,430 |3V2 
Wast 
Houston S4 40 ,574 - -  
Cincinnati 48 45 ,516 St~ 
San Francisco 4S 48 .441 8V~ - 
San Diego 43 53..448 12 
Atlanta 39 S2 ,~9 13V= 
Los Angeles 36 ,57 .N7 17:/b 
Sunday nasults ' 
JW0ntreel 4 San Diego 0 
Phlladell0hla 10 Los Angeles 3 
San Francisco 4 New York 0 
Cincinnati 7 Chicago 1 
St. louis 3 Houston I 
Plttmb.Wgh 7 Atlanta 3 
saturday ReSultS 
Philadelphia 10 Log Ani)steg 7 
New York 3 San Francisco | 
San DIo0o S Montreal 1 
Chicago ! Cincinnati 0 
Plfllburgh 5 Atlanta I 
Houston 3 st. Louis 2 
TtRsday alma 
All.Star Game at SQttld 
NNL All.Stars vs, AL All.Stars 
/ 
J~ 
F; 
I/ 
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• .Weary:::athletes a]ittle :frustrated 
8AN JUAN ' (CP) -- Vancouver, hampered by a Despite the fact that the troveroy, was the men's 80O- the final day of the Games' withdraw hecaue of.a groin The less wan especially hard 
Canadian athletes are i knee lnJm~y, could manage United States left many of !ts me.We, in _ .whicl~. _ Jim when he was in an car nc- injury. ' for Canadian fullback Alan 
~d i~ home today with a" only n bronze in the high' top athletes at home, me ttoumson ot uamana, t~slu.,' eldest; i One Canadian who did Hobkirk of Vuneonver.who 
Mnerai . feeling of Jump where she was flip~'ed .. PmiAm Games belonged to defeated ~e awesome .AI- Helen ~ Vanderburg of very much as expected was said the game was his last 
ut/afacti0n,mlxed with a to be one of Canada's them. The US; picked up 127 berto Junnmrena, of Cues, Calgary was a .double gold Edmonton's Diane Jones one. ' 
ll~tin frustration after the 'brtgh~mtllghts. ' gold medals, 97 sllver and 43 the1976Olymplechamplon. Winner in synchronized Konibowski who was an oasy "l'm 26 years old -- thia ls 
e]J[h~'PanAmericonOomea " And Leu ' LefaiVe,' bronze to .far outclass But Robinson had to wait swin~,takln~f.irstplace p ntathlon winner with 4,605 the earlfor me," he said 
¢~ne. to an end Sunday. executi,/e director of SPori. everyone lse including the through a protest hearing as in the solo event, with a total points, . . after the game. He played 
~-  - -  -.- ..~,~e~nada~aga~n flni:~n~. Canada, admitted to mixed second-place Cubans, who Jnantorona claimed he.was of 197.30 points, and than In team action it was the h is  100th international game 
~i  behind the Un i~ feelings ahout the whole bad. hoped to better their bumped bythe Am ere.on, pairing with Kelly Kryczkn, Canadian softball squad, during the tournament here. 
thing and said Canada must standing, but didn't. They And off the field ot pay, also of Calgary tewin the made up mainly of the And the Canadian 
.M~tea and Cuba, winning 24 take a longi careful look at picked up 63 golds,47 silver U.S. basketball coach Bobby duet. " Canadian champion Victoria basketball team, which was ~ eduls,.43 sliver and 71 the Pan-Am situation and and 33 bronze. . . Knight. was the centre, of" Scott Nellsoe, New West. Budgets, which provided an considered, a pc~ible gold 
decide if It'is worth all the While much of the U S ~much fuss when he was relater B.C., set a Games exciting old medal. . medal winner, dinappelnted 
!!Closing ceremonies money it's costing tax- success came in track and" charged with assaulting a recerdin the hammer throw Led by one of its few ira- many by its fourth place 
.~ml~ day followed equestrian payers. ' fl-td events ,* w*s in the" police officer while he was forone of Canada's 24 golds, ports from ~utoide Victoria, finish. ' 
~enis in which Canada won .u~mminu ,~;  m'~ -eall-'v getting his team ready to Bruce Simpac@ of Toronto ' pitcher Rob Guenter of Yachting enthusiasts were 
~'bron~emedalin the in. "Canada lagoingtoheve ~hon'~e-'U'~S s~'~iin'me~rswo~ play agafnat Canada. He'e took the gold in the pole vault Saskatoon, Sask, the happy with the guld won by 
dividual Jumping with Ion teroaseeuitocrlleriawhen 33 of '~'  events much to sllll out on ball. buthtsholghtofS.15metres Canadlanstock14inningato TerryNellsonof.Torontoin 
Miller. of Perth, 0nt.,on itcomostocompetkgtathe Canada'sdismay. Canadians Three Cubans left their woawelloffhisownperasnal top off the powerS! U.S. the laser claee vent. He won 
B'rother, Sam, finishing PanAm Games,' Lefelve had figured to do better in delegation i  San Juan and best of 5.3l and he expressed sqund,'l.0 in the final game. ~e gold the easy way by 
~hlndtheUultedStatssand sai in an intorview. "What swim,~,-c, roo~ a,,e Ga~. asked for polltinal asylum, some diappoiniment a  the The highly-thought-of pmmng up enough prints in 
Me~lco. we ve got to decide is if we non of Beaupert, Que., won And sad moments inc uded lack of competition. " l  Canadian field hockey team early races that he couldn't 
ere getdng lull value for our c.~--da's ~,h, ,,~Immino the death of sports writer wasn't hai~py at my height had to settle for a silver be caught and then letting 
i~iliThere were some gilt- money. . '  ' ~',,"~'~" i ,  ~'{,',~'n~-'~etr~ Doug Gilbert, 41; of the but l sure like the result," be medai Saturday wben it was the restofthe.fieldflghtit 
t!¢ing Canadian memento . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  h ~astroke . , Edmonton Sun w o wan said after the competition defeated, 3-0 by Argentina. out for silver and bronze. 
S0ch-as those provided by "It costs a lot of bucks to ' IWled when struck by a ear Saturday. 
Singleton of Niagara bring a group our size to the. The games provided as he was hurrying from the He said there were too few 
Folk, Ont,, when he picked Gamos, mnneythatmlghtbe pl ntyofcontroveroybothon press centrototbetrackand anti'ants in the starting llst 
U~ two goldS in cycling. And betterspontsondln~themte and off the flelcL • fleldevents.. (six) but that number was r , ,~^~, , ,~ ,  . " 
were some not so European competitions, I Probably the most out-  Canadian yachtsman further reduced when the . I ' I~UIL) 
~l.ltteringoneanawellsuch think we oan afford te be a standing'track event, and EddieMartlnofLavalQue. No. I rated U.S. vaulter, , , '~ ,~asaan llttn~',tA"Y-n~a, at',t I~ ' J~ '~ l  
~"when Debble BrW of litile more selective," one that provided con-' sofferod two broken legs on. Billy Olson, was forced to ~UIVIIVIUI~II~.~/AII~JI~IO I~ I  
Canada succeeds in performance 
sAN JUAN (CP) -  Lou problems we were en-There  were. complaints Results and summaries He saidtheGameaierved 
Lefalve, executive director countering earlier in the  almost dally of com- oftenwerenotacaP.ableuntll to expose an athlete to 
of-Sport Canada, had mixed Games never were' really, munioation difficulties and the next day and on occasion pressures of intehtaticaai 
feelin~ Sunday as the Pan- cleared up to our cotes- • transportation problems to never did materialize, sport, even though e might 
American Games drew to a faction." and from the venues for the ' ."Many" of our managers finish ninth or 10th, But now 
elNe. ' " ' had to go all the way to the there are. so many more 
opportunities for athletes to ",'In terms of Canadian" He  reiterated his 
performances and the statement made midway 
i operation Of our mission through the Games that he 
sfjdf, I think it was'a huge was not overly impressed 
lUecou," Lefaive said. .with the operation of the 
"'But the organizational, organizing committee. 
SAN JUAN (CP) - -  There said. There were nine "The roads were terrible. 
23 spertinS events. . . . 
And the frustrating task of . press centre -- mues trcm 
compil ing up.to-date where they competed -- to 
statistics through the results find out how.th.eir athletes 
centre -- even at the main did," said Letawe, 
press building -- never did He said Canada should 
improve, assess the value, of com- 
peting in the Pan-Am 
Games.  
" I t  cos t  the  Canad ian  
people a bundle - -  between 
$1.2 and $1.5 mtlllon - -  to 
bring some 5,50 athletes and 
officials to the Games. 
"What we have to decide is 
if we're getting full value for 
our money." 
He explained that 
Canada's criteria for the 1979 
get good competitive ex. 
posure," he said, noting the ' 
availability of meets in 
Europe andAsla. ' 
"It cost a lot of bucks to 
bring a group our size to the 
Gamos, money that might be 
better spent sanding them to . 
European competitions. I 
think we can afford to be a 
little moreselective." 
He added, however, that 
Canada owes it to the 
developing Americas to keep 
the |'anAmerlcan Games 
going. 
"There was a time when 
Spectators cheat 
during marathon", 
was cheatingin the streets of watering elations where the The heat was terrible.. All Pan-Am Games team were we weren't doing very much 
old San Juan during runners were permitted sorts of things were wrong., .to bring athletes considered and if other countries hadn't 
_Satur~y's .running of the some relief from the heat of The bloody organizers have' to have potential to place beencoming toour meets we 
~an-Amertcan Games the sinking afteranoa sun. a few things to learn about ' among the top six. . wouldn't have had anybody. 
marathon, says Canadian "The Colombian should' running marathons. "That might be jnat a little to compote against. 
Richard Hughaon. have been disqnalified, "It's not supposed to be a low," Lefaive said. "With "As part of the family of 
The 29-year-old assistant Hughaon said, "but now that torture test. Twnnty-six powers like the United States sport nations we've got a bit 
professor at the University I've finished and won a miles is long and tough and Cuba, we maybe should of an obligation. But that 
Waterloo said many of the' bronze hI guess I should be enough without making it an look at bringing people who ' (obligation) has to be put in 
Latln ruaners,~were getting,~,,: happy. ;-= . . . . .  ;., ,,,.,-,.,~:~, .enimaLshow as well." <. .  ~can •place in the top four." perspective." 
doused with water along.the : 
course and taking on liquid, 
which should have been 
available to them only at aid 
stations, 
Hughson, winner of the 
1978 Canadian marathon 
championship, took the 
third.place bronze medal 
after running close to the 
leaders throughout the 26- 
mile 335-yard race. 
Radamos Gonzalez, 23, of 
Cuba won the event under a 
searing sun in a slow two 
hours 24 minutes nine 
seconds ,  Co lombian  Luis  
Barbosa was second in 
9:24:44, followed by Hughson 
in 2:25.34. 
Tom Howard Of Surrey, 
B.C., had predicted earlier 
this week that with the ex- 
tremehcat -- San Juan has 
been in the grip of a record- 
breaking beat wave for more 
than a week -- it would 
probably take 2:25 to win the 
event. Howard finished see- 
enth in 2:28:50. 
The Colombian was get- 
water poured on him as 
he went past he aid stations, 
l~ughaon said, adding that, 
because the winner and 
Barb0as were the only ones 
of him and with his own 
placing. 
"l don't know who was 
behind me," Hughson said, 
"but hose Puerto Ricana the 
organizers ~vere pushing like 
crazy were well behind, and 
I'm glad. 
tt.',',They deserve very bit of 
The Puerto Rices runners 
finished eighth and llth. 
He said there was no need 
to run the race in the heat of 
the day when all countries 
had expressed a desire to run 
the event later. 
• "That whole course" has 
street lights, so why wouldn't 
they run the marathon at 
night? It's bloody dangerous 
nmnin~ it in the middle of 
the day. 
"Then I read in the papers 
this morning where the guy 
in charge of organizing it 
only changed the thne to stop 
the rest of the countries from 
crying. 
• "That guy should go jump 
in the lagoon." 
HUghson said there was 
bad footing in some spots on 
the course. 
"I've run on a lot of better 
'courses. Believe me, I'll 
never come back here 
again." 
He adiulRed there: wan" " : '  . . . . . . .  ' '  
somewater thrown at him by He was happy for.the two 
people lining the street, runners who finished ahead 
LOOKING 
FOR A 
W 
H,  
C 
H 
h 
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"I tried to wave them off 
but they threw it anyway. I 
was determined I was going 
to follow the rules this 
organization set up and show 
them it can be done by 
somebody from Canada." 
Hughson had prepared a
lengthy document detailing 
the harmful effects of run- 
ning a marathon i the heat 
of a Puerto Rican summer 
day. 
It was submitted to the 
PanAm Organizing Com- 
mittee two months ago In the 
hope that the marathon 
committee would reschedule 
the event o a later time. 
When nothing was heard 
, from the organizers, both the 
U.S. and Mexico submitted a 
formal protest o the Puerto 
• Rican Track Federntion at 
technical  committee 
meetings during the Games. 
Race organizers sub- 
sequently put the race back 
an hour, starting itat 4p.m. 
rather than 3 p.m. -- still 
during the heat of the day but 
late enough so that the sun 
would he~in to set an hour 
in front of him, he couldn't ' into the race, 
account for the other run- Despite the compromise, 
nars, Hughson said, "it was me of 
"I took on water only the hardest races l've ever 
wherelwna supposed to," he run." 
Simpson vaults 
for gold medal 
SAN JUAN (CP) -- Bruce whenBllly Olson, rated No. 1 
U.S. vaulter this year, was 
forced to scratch because of 
• a groin injury. 
The ~her American, 23- 
yearold Gre8 Wonpso, was 
unable to get beyond 5.05 
metres after what Simpson 
said was a little 
gaAfmesmanshl p on his part. 
ter Brian Morrlsotte of 
the Virgin Islands -- the only 
other contestant tocomplete 
a vau l t - -  went over at 4.85, 
the champion and Weepee 
continued to pass until the 
height roached 4.95 metres. 
Woei~e cleared 4.95 on his 
first attempt and Simpson 
passed to the next height. 
The Canadian missed his 
first attempt, and when the 
American went over the first 
time, Simpson asked the bar 
be raised to 5.05. 
where close to the games Simpson a d Woepce want 
rd (s.40) held by Earl over on their first attempts 
Bell of the United States. while Morrtsette, who had 
He said there were, few ' passed each height from tl~e 
eBough entrants in the time of his initial success, 
starting list (six), but that went out with. three suc- 
nUmberwas further depleted cesslve misses. 
Simpson would have 
preferred more competition. 
But in baseball parlance,
the veteran Canadian pole 
• vaulter hit for the cycle 
Saturday when he won the 
g01d medal at the Pan. 
American games on the final 
day of the track and field 
program. 
"That was a long time 
coming," said the 29-year- 
old Torcato law student, who 
took the bronze at the 1971 
Pan-Am Games in Call, 
Colombia, and the second- 
pGkce silver at the 1975 
nmco in Mexico City, 
'"I wasn't happy with my 
height," Simpson said, "but 
I cure do llke the results, 
Ills, winning height of 5.15 
metres was well off his per- 
sonal best (5.31) and 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Canadian General Electric cO. ktd. Mobile Radio Deportment 
has restructured Its marketing organization In B.C. am a result 
there Is an Immediate opening for a ~mmunlcotlons system 
sales rel~.esentotlve In Terrace. 
INDUSTRY ' 
World energy and ftml short,gas have made mobile radio the 
fastest growing Industry In electronics In North America 
Cahadtan General Electric with a complMe line of hl'ghly 
engineered and long accet~ted communications products Is a 
meier supplier to this Industry. 
EXPERIENCE: ' 
Applicants should have prevlo~s sales experience end a eu;'- 
cessful.track record In the Industrial msrkefplaco, preferably 
InTerrace. Abeelc knowlodgeotelectronlcawlthonoormore 
years experience in FM communication s~/mtem| Is highly 
desirable. The successful applicant wlll receive product 
tralnlng additional sales trolnlng and continued management 
support. 
SALARY AND BENEFITS: 
Your starting salary will be commensurate with experience 
and background. A company car, expense accoun~ and full 
CGE benefits' package Including medical, dental, drug, 
disability and pension plane will be provided In addition to this 
nxed salary career pps.ltlon. Salary reviews are based on 
overall perfo,~mence end occur early. 
APPLICATION: 
Provide full resume and:or completed CGE employment 
application form to: 
Mr. Mark Brekha 
Canadian General 
Electric Co. l td .  
Mobile Radio Department 
30t0B Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
" Telephone No. d3S.6271 
Selected applicants will be contacted end Interviews will be 
conducted by appointment only on July 30 and31 In Terrace by 
Mr. Norm Walker, District Semi Manager, Northern, B.C. 
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TERRACE DRUGS T0. 
3207 Kalum 636-7274 
Vitamins 
and 
To}s, To]s, Toys 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consocutlve In- 
sertions $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.15 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. • 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum .charge $,5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month hasls only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to- 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1, 1978 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 ruth 15.00 
By Mall 6 ruth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Sanlor Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 39% Terrace, B.C. 
VBG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The Herald reserves the 
right ,to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the.sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within IOdays of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are recl~eSte~ not 
to send originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
• It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
.... ,' +.  . . . .  + .~ . Heraldln theevent of failure 
S~rvlck 4~arOedf i|;00 on ali.~ to;'p0bJlsh':an: ad(,~ri!sernent' 
NfS.P.'ctte4uls::'" . . . . . .  ,+-- "'6~"1~ the"~edf;of a~"'brl'or 
appearing In the ad. 
WEDDING DESCRIP .  vertlsement as published 
TIONS: shall' be limited to the 
No charge provlcled news amount paid by the ad- 
submlftedwlthlnone month, vertlser for only one In. 
$5.00 preductlon charge for correct Insertion for the 
wedding end-or engagement partlon of the advertising 
pictures. News of weddings space occupied by the In. 
(write.ups) received one corrector omitted Item only, 
month or more after event .and that there • shall be no 
$10.00 charge, with or liability toany event greater 
without picture. Subject to than the amount paid for 
condensation. Payable In such advertising. 
34. FOR RENT 
MISC, • 
advance. 
CLASS I  F IE  D 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 
Engagements 
Marriages 
Deaths 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 14. BusiNEss +~I 
PERSONAL J PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
A N. Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
5.50 vertlsln0 that discriminates 
5.50 against any person because 
5.50 of his race, religion, sex, 
5.50 color, nationality, ancestry 
5.50 or placeof origin, or because 
5.50 his age Is between 44 and 65 
5.50 years, 0nless the c()ndltlon Is 
lustlfled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
28, 
TV &STEREO 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There is 
help ' 
Available! 
Phone 635-5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 8'.30 p.,m. United 
Kltlmat A.A. Construction Church. 
Groupln Kltlmat: telephone Mon. 8 p.m. • Alanon . 
632-3713. Skeena Health Unit. 
32, ' 
MOTORCYCLES 
71 
PETS, 
38'WANTED MISC. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday - Step Meetings. 
8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays. Open Meetings 8:30 
Th'Jrs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. (notfn) 39m 
MARINE I 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3-4621 Lakelse • 635.3907 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, Wednesday 1 p.m. • 3 p.m. 
KItlmat General Hospital. and 4p.m. - 5 p.m. or phone 
AI.Anon Meetings- Tuesdays anytime: Lisa 635.3164, 
- 8:00 p.m. United Church Carol 635-5136 (notfn) 
(nc) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothln0, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
danatlons at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
N~et every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635.3023. 
Rape Reli~f 
Abortlorl Co,-~dllng 
& Crisis L In, for 
Women 
638-0388 
WANTED D(~NATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets Call Birthright for an 
Monday evening--6:30 alternative to ahortlon 
p .m. - -Un i ted  Church Phone 6)2.4607 ,tnyllme. 
basement, Kltlmat. Room 233, Nechnko Centre. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please pho)le 
for an appointment. 
Held at the Thornhlll 
Elementary School on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p,m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
polntment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization, 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
JULY 
Tuesday, July 10, 1979. Small 
Bingo 
Sunday, July 15, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, July 24, 1979. Small 
Bingo 
Sunday, July 29, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
AUGUST 
Tuesday, • August 7, 1979. 
small Bingo 
Sunday, August 12, •1979." 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, August 21, 1979. 
5mall Bingo 
Sunday, August 26, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Blngo 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
AVON REPRESEN.  
TATIVES TO WORK IN 
THE FOLLOWING AREAS: 
Copperslde Estates, Sandy, 
Mountvlew, & Crestvlew. 
Paquette, Pine area. Phone 
Norma at 635.7496. (Cffn. 
M.W.F..6.7-79) 
SEKING 1Os'peed. Like new. 
Phone 638-1212. (Atfn-6-7.79) 
Full set of 'automotive 
mechanlc tools. Asking 
$3000. Phone 638.1396. (C5. 
18July) 
For sale Tin shower stall 
$15.00, Kenmore natural gas 
APPLICATIONS ARE apace heater $30.00. Phone 
INVITED. FOR THE 635.5570 after S p.m. (P3- 
POSITION OF; 16July) 
SCHOOL BOARD OFFICE 
SECRETARY 1972 Toyota P-U, good for 
parts, $150.00. 1974 Capri 
body, no motor, $130.00. 
- Typing speed of at least 50 Volkswagon engine $200.00. 
W.P.M. Phone 635.3359. (P3-16July) 
- Able to operate usual office 
Qualifications and Duties; 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3.4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need Jt on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
.done. Please phone for ap. 
SEPTEMBER 
Tuesday, September 4, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday,Saptembei" 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday; September 18, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
• Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
OCTOBER 
Tuesday, October 9, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, October 14, 1979. 
$2,000.00 
Tuesday, October 23, 1979. 
Smell Bingo 
.;Sunday, October 28, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
NOVEMBER 
sunday, November 4, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, November 13, 1979. 
pelntment. ,Smal|"  Bingo 
PRENATAL BREATHING,• Sunday, November 18, 1979. 
& RELAXING EXERCISES $2,000.00 Bingo 
Held every Monday at. Tuesday, November 27, 1979. 
tern,on at 1.2 p.m. Small Bingo 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
prob!ems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
~CLINIC 
'Held at 4612 Grleg Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4621 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205:4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
r~nsultant. 
NOTICE TO 
I.W.A. MEMBERS 
To all members covered 
by the I.W.A. Master 
agreement, we are In the 
process of taking the ballot 
on the prooosed settlement 
of the coast forest Industry. 
Noflca to the verlous sub. 
locals will be marled out. If 
you are unable to vote at that 
time, you can come and vote 
In the I.W.A. office In the 
Terrace Hotel. Room No. 12 
from the hours of 1:00 to 4:30 
p.m. upto and Including July 
23, 1979. (NC-23July) 
CWL Fall Bazzar will be held 
October 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at the Verltes School 
Gym. (Nc-24Oct) 
I 
Rebakah Lodge Rummage 
Sale, Saturday, August 18th. 
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Oddfellows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St. 
Donations of articles ac. 
cepted. Phone 635.2794 for 
further information. (NC. 
18Aug) 
Rebakah Lodge Annual Tea 
and Bazaar, Saturday, 
November 10th., Oddfellows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St. (NC. 
IONov.) 
Terrace Christian Academy 
wil l  be ' holding pre 
registration the week of July 
16-20th. This will he at 3341 
River Drive from 1 p.m. to 6 
p.m. dally. For further In- 
formation please call 638- 
1561. (NC-18July) 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
BUYING? 
BELLING? 
Use Classifieds 
Phone 635-635T 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
DECEMBER 
Tuesday, December 4, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, December 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, December 18, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
sunday, December 23, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo , 
For more Information 
phone: 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY 
4451 GREIG AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
VSG 1M4 
635-4906 
(NC.23Dec) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR Furniture, ap- 
pliances, power tools, hand 
tools, clean small cars, 
motorbikes, boats, motors or 
any other goods In ac- 
~ptable condition. 
Terrace Auction Mart, 
Corner of Lakelsa & Apsley. 
635.5172. (Ctfn.29.06.79) 
INSIST ON THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks in 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmlfly's Excavating 
635.3939 
(AM-6-6-79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4546 Park Ave. Terrace 
635-7249 
(AM.4.07.79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635-3479 anytime 
(AM-6-6-79) 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
PHONE 635.S~10 after six 
(£tfn-14.6-79) 
Elect'rlc sawmill Includes 3 
saw edger, cut off saw & 3 
bunk carriage. Apply to Box 
31 Nass Camp, B.C. (C15, 
23July) 
3 I~.=clroom completely un. 
furnished duplex for rent. 
Phone' 635.9T/S. (CS-17July) 
equipment Small dlnnette set with 4 
- Set up and malnteln filing matching chairs. Couch with 
ond record systems Iwo matching cl~alrs In beige 
• - Able to meet the publlc and . vinyl. One odd French 
handle routine . office provlnclalstyle coffee table. 
procedures Phone 63B.8283. (Pl-16July) 
• Shorthand preferred but not 
essential For Sale 1 ~et of the Home 
Dictaphone transcription University Encyclopedia. 
experience One 21 book set of Illustrated 
Must also have basic World Encyclopedia with 
roceptlonlst skills year books etc. All In ex. 
callent.condlflon. Phone 638- 
This Is a permanent position 1982 after S p.m. (PS-2OJuly) 
commencing August 15, 1979 3Smm Pentax SPl000 with 
at the New Alyansh Board standard SSmm lens. 
Office. Takeumar lenses, wide 
angle (28 degrees), fish eye 
Starting salary Is.  $4.00 an (17 degrees). Zoom (85- 638.1714. (PS-18J01y) 
hour, whichlsrevlewedafter 210ram). Cannon 1014 Movie ~ : . 
a 3 month probation, camera, 10 to 1 zoom plus. 11~_ . . , '~:  
many features. Phone 632. 0o~ sq, :ft. ~ I~;Iroom log 
Submit applications to: 5165. (PS-17July) ' ' :ho~e,~, on ~. S.3?f,.acres ..5 
Socretary-Treesurer minutes from town. Asking 
School District No. 92 1 homemade canopy; asking . 560, .0~0~ ~00. p.ho~..e 635.7840 for 
(Nlsgha) $100.00. Six 650x16 i'adlal': .' appointment,to view. (Cffn. 
4548 Lakelee Avenue fires, 2 new winters, 4 fair '3-7~'79) 
Terrace, B.C. summers. Complete with 
(AJ-18July) 
Required for 
Kitlmat 
• General Hospital 
Office Manager. 
Accountant 
Duties Include staff and 
payroll  • supervision, 
budgetary control and 
preparation of financial 
statements. 
The applicant should 
have at least thlrd year 
CGA standing • or 
equivalent and ex- 
perience with EDP Input. 
Previous hospital ex- 
perience an asset. 
Salary negotiable based 
on experience, with ex. 
cellent frlngo benefits, 
Apply to: 
Mr. J.W.A. Green, 
Administrator, 
K i t lmat  Genera l  
Hospital, 
Kitlmat, B.C. V8C 1E7. 
i 
BACKHOE FOR HIRE 
Phone 635.6454 or 635-6757. 
(cffn-25-06.79) 
Moving & must sell a 7 piece 
Sanyo Stereo component 
system. For more In. 
formation phone 635.5316 
after 5 p.m. (PS.19July) 
1978 G.S. 400 Suzuki Street 
I~lke. Phone 635-7519. (NCT. 
23July) 
wheels. Spare tire rack, fits 
Ford pick-up. All for $300.00. 
One H78 tire, $25.00. One 
Clayton 160 heavy du.ty 
steam cleaner. Needs 
repairs. Best offer. One 
chesterfield & chair.. $300.00. 
Phone 635.3160 after S p.m. 
(P2-16July) 
, SPOT CASH 
for 
Your old furniture, guns 
- -  what have you. We bu 
- sell.  swap - trade. 
QUEESNWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum St. 
Ph. 638.1613 
(atfn.25-5.79) 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfe l lows  Ha11-3222 
Munroe. For further In- 
formation phone 635.2794 or 
635.5661. (Atfn-9-7-79) 
A modern 3 I~edroom home 
on Skeena Street with full 
basement. 1 roughed In 
fireplace, one completed 
fireplace, full carpeting In 
DR, L.R. & BRs. Price in. 
cludes frldge & stove. Drive 
by 2812 Skeena, then Inqulro 
at 635.6802. (P12.27July) 
For sale: House, two 
bedrooms upstairs, one 
bedroom downstelrL Also 2 
bedroom suite seperate. 
Close to town. Asking 
$38,S00.00 only.. For further 
Information, please phone 
635-4448. (CS.18July) 
r 
House for sale on 6.11 acres 
at ..Wood!and Park. Phone 
• HOME FOR SALE 
3 bedroom full basement, 
carport, greenhouse, storage 
shed. Garden planted, acorn 
flreplaca, 11/2 baths. Quiet 
location 3319 Pheasant 
Street. For appointment to 
view please call 635-&118. 
(C.5-20J uly) • 
3 bedroom house with full 
basement on 3 acres of land 
in quiet sub-division. 10 
mlnutes drive from down. 
town. Selling price $49,000. 
Phone 635.7578. (ps.23July) 
52. !WANTED • 
TO RENT 
Wanted by August 31 2 
bedroom trailer or suite. 
Preferably In Thornhlll by 2 
reliable working woman. 
Reference available. Phone 
635.3004 after 3:00 or 635-4842 
anytime. (PS.19July) 
Reliable couple requires 2 
bedroom house or trailer. 
References available. Week. 
clays 8:30.to 4:30, 635.6255 
• Local 52. Weekends after S 
To give away. 5 two-month. 638.1080. (C6-20July) 
old kittens. Excellent 
mousers or farm cats. Call 
635-9258. (stf-tfn) 
Part Siberian Husky & 
Shepard pups to give away. 
Phone 635-6496 or 635-2917 
after 5 p.m. (P3-17July) 
For sale Honda CBX 1047cc 6 
cylinder, A-1 shape. Asking 
$4800. Phone 630-1396. (PS- 
17July) 
Wanted to rent 3 bedroom 
house by a Prince Rupert 
contractor for at least one 
year. Non-drinkers, non- 
smokers, no pets. Write to 
Box 1216 care of Dally 
Herald or phone 624.5083 
between 0 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
(PS-19July) 
54. RI I~IMI :2~ 54. BUSINESS 
PROPERTY 
For rent: the Terrace NDP 
office. Available June 1, 
1979~ air-conditioned, 4623 
Lakelee Avenue. Phone 635- 
2552. 'Ctfn.01-06-79) 
For rent 900 square feet on 
second floor, air conditioned. 
Located at 4623 Lakelse Ave. 
Phone 635.2552. (Cffn.6.7.79) 
Warehouse or manufac- 
turing space qvallable Ira- 1974 125 Yamaha Enduro 
Needed ride Into town week- 
days between 8:15 and 8:45. 
Live on Old Lakelse near 
Apex Red & White. Will pay 
for gas. Phone 638.1753 after 
5:30 p.m. (NC-Ctfn.stf) 
1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch. Designed to have 24 
foot boat. Phone 63S.4777. 
(Ctfn-3.7-79) 
street dirt bike. Completely For sale 18 foot river boat 
re-built motor. In good with 50 H.P. Mercury with 
running condition. Asking Jet. In very good condition. 
$450. O.B.O. Phone 635.5316 Phone 635.3286. (PS-20July) 
after 5. (PS-19July) 
I wish to purchase 16 foot 
1978 750 Yamaha Sbeclal, square back canoe. 
good condition, shaft drive. Preferably with life 
Asking $2500.00 Firm. Phone preservers and paddles. 
635.2137 after 6 and ask for Phone 638.1670. • (P4- 
Rick. (CS-18July) 11,12,16,17July) 
21 foot Relnell Express 
Cabin cruiser, 302 Mer. 
cruiser in-outboard. Depth 
sounder, C.B., Stereo & 
much more. Plus, tandem 
axle trailer. 6000 Ibs. 
capacity. Must see to ap- 
preciate. Full price $13,900 
O.B.O. Phone 635.2083) (sff- 
fin) 
mediately. 3100 sq. ft. 
downtown location. Phone 
635.7040. (Cffn.3.07.79) 
3300 SCl. ft. warehouse -
office space. Close to town, 
paved parking are. Im. 
mediate occupancy. Phone 
635.5431 days, 635-7959 
evenings. (PS.18July) 
J Warehousa & rental space | 
available on nsw BY-I  
Pass. Phone 631.1166.J 
(Ctfn.03.07.79) J 
Babysitter wanted, full-time 
to come In. In Thornhlll area. 
Phone 635.9279. (CS-20July) 
Braid •Insurance Agency 
Limited and Pruden & 
Currle (1976) Ltd. are now 
teklng applications for a 
general Insurance end real 
estate clerk. Applicants 
must be willing to learn and 
to work with the public. 
Please apply in person to Six 17 Inch 8 Stud truck rims 
Wayne Braid at 4648 Lekelse with 2 good summer tires. 
Ave. (AS.20July) , Phone 635.5687. (CS-2(Uuly) 
Owner leaving town. must 
sell. Ylmaba Endura 100 
street bike. Low mileage. 
Asking 8400.00. Phone 435. 
2145. (PS-2OJuly) 
400 Yamaha Enduro. New 
engine, good condition 
$1,200 OBO. Phone 638.103~ 
after 5p.m. (stfn.tfnl 
1973 22 foot boat, Inboard- 
~utbeard 302 V.8 plus 270 
Volvo Penta overdrlge.1976 
Roadrunner trai ler. Must 
sell. Contact Bob at 635.6391 
or 798.2567 after 6 p.m. (CS- 
16July) 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
168 acres In Topley, B.C., 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
treed. 18 miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 bdrm. trailer. Asking 
$51,500. Offers. For more 
Information contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 148 
Topley, B.C. or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-3975 
(ffn-stf) 
Fully equipped local con- 
venlenca stOre with living 
accomodatlon. Store does  
good year' round turnover.. ~: 
For further Information 
contact Box 1214 care of 
Dally Herald. (Ctfn.26.06.79) 
For sale 1974 Ford Maverick, 
good condition. For more 
Information phone 638.1434 
after S p.m. (CS-19July) 
1977 Nova 305 V.8. Auto., 
P.S., P.B. Factory air 
.conditioning & radio. Phone : 
635.3021. (C3.1eJuly) 
1968 Ford Galaxy S00. P.B., 
P.B., V.8, Auto. Good run- 
ning condition. Phone 635. 
4246. (C5.20July) 
V.8 Vega, Immaculate, 350- 
LT1 12 bolt 4.20. Gears over, 
S7500.00 Invested. Serious" 
offers only phono 635-6844 
after S p.m. (C6- 
9,11,13,16,18,20July) 
197~Caprk'Shla 302 cu. In. 4~ 
speed--veloor- Interior. 8000 
km. Phone 632.3443 or 632. 
4646. (C3.17July) 
1972 Corvette, good running 
condition, many extras. 
Phone 635.2243 days or 635. 
2612 evenings. (P10-18July) 
1969 Chev Mallbu. In very 
good running order. Asking 
&~00.00. Phone after 3 p.m. 
635-3004 or 635-4842 anytime. 
(CS-19July) 
1974 Astre In excellent 
condition. Standard with 
tape deck & new tires. 
Asking $1800.00 or best ofer. 
Phone 635.9456. (PS.18July) 
1969 camaro convertable. 
P.S., P.B., Auto, V.8, 350. 
Excellent running condition. 
Phone 638,1318. (PS.16July) 
"1969 Lincoln Continental, 
4 door. Absolutely mint 
condi t ion.  460.V.8, 
climate control, cruise 
control, suicide doors, 
etc. Phone Kltlmat 632. 
2806 for appointment o 
view. (PS-17July) 
1975 Chev 3/, Ton 4x4. Step 
side.4 speed. Phone 638.1121 
or 635-3007 after 5 p.m. (Ctfn. 
1-5.79) 
1975 Ford F-2SO 4x4. 350, V-e, 
P.S., P.B. complete with 
canopy, 23 channel CB, twin 
CB arlels, 0 track tape 
player. Evenings please 
phone 635-7517. }Ctfn.19.06. 
79} 
1977 Dodge pick up, heavy 
duty I/= ton. Long box, 6 
cylinder, STP, P.S., P.B., 8 
track stereo. Like new, 
26,000 miles reasonably 
priced. Phone 632.6647. (C5. 
17July) 
1972 GMC I/= ton. Very well 
looked after. 1700 miles on 
trans. & engine. $4000 Firm. 
Phone 635.6502 and ask for 
Rick. (CS.10July) 
MUST SELL• 1973 Nor. 
western trailer (12 foot x SO 
foot) 2 bedroom. Fully 
furnished with washer & 
dryer. Includes additional 
LAKELSE LAKE room (9 feet x 12 feet) & 
Two lakefront lots. - Good covered porch. Located on 
frontages. Must be sold. Call private land In Thornhlll. 
• or write R. Huston, National Must be seen to be ap. 
Trust Company Llmltnd, $10 precleted., Reasonable offer 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, accepted, Phone 635.3637 
B.C. V6C 2J7 - 684.8431. (C3. days, 638.198s evenings. 
16July) , (Cffn.13-6.79) 
' .  . . . . .  . j~  . , , , i  L . r ,  ~t l r t , J iq , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
MUST .SELL "197e.~14x70 . School District No. 54 ~' 
Mead0wbrooke moblle (Sm!thers) Is plannlngto 
The Herald, M~day, July 1S, 1979, Page 9 
Cana.d:a feels  + .energyi  •shor tage  
By THE CANADIAN PRES8 Canadians head south for Prince Edward Island Victoria were so .full that months," said one lodge having a "minimal impact 
Systems from oll to gas. Gasoline shortages 'in the winter vacations, tonrist department said that "theY're patting their emer- operator near Flin Figs. either way" on Toronto 
home. Fu, lly skirted & set up convert a number of Heating 
In Terrace Trailer Court. 
Pho!)d 635.4655. (PS.2OJuly) ..Any Firm's Interested In United States are hurting 
. . . .  • ~ • • submitting proposals for this ' teurist business in some 
1974~mar~om 24x62 Knight ere asked to contact the. regions of Canada but in 
doublewlde, situated on. ~ undersigned for. further Other areas of the .country, 
acre. lan~fiaped" Iot...at:,.~d~.~ls;.. : . . . . . .  the shortages are working.to 
..C°_P=Per.sideSulxllvlslon*~,+~:i~0'posMs/.end blds w l l ,  the indusiry's advantage 
V • g ~.T a O I • ; , g ~. r d Kl~,~+~.~;~fd b~:iUbmltted no later . A cress-country survey b~; 
greannousa, smoKe nouss, & than 4:00 p.m ,. Friday, • The Canadian PrOs shows 
shed Excellent ~ condltl . . . .  . . . .  " ~.~, - • . . . . . . . .  ._O~_. Augt~t 3, 1979. ' that the Maritlmee are being 
,-,=ow ~mu aner ~ p.m. o35. ' ~ . hit hardest by/the,shortages 
3014;.(C10.23July) " School District " No. 54 while the West is attracting 
Well Kept 19;;0 12X60 Mobile (Smlthers) more tourists thari last year. 
Home. I0x24 addition, acorn P,O. Box 753, But all of the regions 
F.P. & Vermlda, $10,500.00 Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0.  reported one Common fan- 
Louis Schlbll, . tar:. More Canadians are 
Skirted &. set up in trailer 'Maintenance Supervlmr taking vacations at home park. Call after 6 p.m. 638. 
1072. (Ctfn-01.0&79) (AA.11,12,13,16July) ~ because of • uncertain 
I + 
Glendale mobile home for ,,,~,~ ,~,~,o~ border. ' ' 
,~.~ .c~ ~,.,t, : nounced earlier this month 
sale. 12x66. Must be seen to Statistics Canada an- 
be appreciated, unfurnished. 
10x32 foot addition with STAND that the number of U,S. 
bedronmattached, finished. TENDING residents visiting Canada in. 
CONTRACTS May decreased 6.3 per cent 
from the same period, last 
For appointment o  •vlew 
phone 635.7949, 635.9991. 
(P20.31July) 
For sale 1977 12x68 three 
bedroom •Bendix mobile 
home, Skirted and set up In 
Timberland Trailer Court. 
Ful ly  furnished In cnionlal 
'sfyle maple. Small lacy 
shack. For appointment 
view phone 635.5886 after 6: 
p.m.'~(CT.20July) .'~ :* ~:! ' 
i974. 12x68 Sefeway Bona 
Vista 3 bedroom fully fur. 
nlshed mobile home. For' 
appointment to VI~N please 
phone 639.5077; (PlO.25July) 
3 bedroom doublewlde for 
sale. Located.on large treed 
lot.. Fireplace, 2 baths, on 
water system>:: Also large 
workshop. Phone 635.4.246 for ' 
appointment ' o view. (C20. 
' 30July) 
For Sale: 12x56moblle home 
and full length addition on V= 
acre. 3 bdrms., dlnlng rm., 
L.R. with fireplace. Fruit 
Sealed tenders for the" year. 
following stand;tending 
contract(s) will be received 
.by the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST103F.e.6 JS & 
RF Located "Maude Island, 
Queen. Charlotte Island 
Ranger Dlsti'lct Number of 
hetaras ,16.3 Viewing date 
July 23rd. 1979, teavlng 
Rangers Station 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub. 
misting a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline-for recalpt of 
tondors Is 1:30 p.m. July 30th 
1979. 
Tenders must be sub. 
• The summer months are 
, ~e only time of the year 
when U.S~ visitors usually 
spend more in Canada than 
Canadians spend in the U.S. 
And the period helps reduce 
the $900-milllon annual 
deficit in tqurist spending 
that builds up when 
Leland. McGaw, New 
Brunswick tourism minister, 
said that the best the 
province ~an ;--',pc for ls'"a 
__break-even" year in 
'tourism. . - 
He said several U.S. 
tourists told him the gas 
shortage had seared many 
travellers off the road. 
The tourism .department 
used the availability ofgas in 
New Brunswick as a lure for 
U,S. tourists, especially 
from the New England 
states, but McGaw said he 
doesn't hink "it's going to 
lead to.any big boom for us," 
..In Nova ScatIs, where the 
number of U.S, campers has 
dropped, campground 
owners are looking forward 
to a midsummer increase 
when the quebec *con- 
struction industry holidays 
start in a few weeks. 
The Halifax visitors and 
cor/vention bureau said the 
drop in U.S, traffic will b~ 
bard to recover because 
Cadadlans spend less money 
while vacationing in Canada 
than their counterparts from 
the U.S. ' 
A spokesman, for the 
about 13 per cent fewer U.S. 
residents a re  visiting the 
province this year than last 
yem'.i. 
' The spokesman said that .+ 
although it was too early:for 
an ana lys i s  of what la 
causing the drop, he believes 
mat the gas shortage is the 
main reason, 
gency housing program Into 
effect - -  they're using 
riVato homes because the 
tels are all.booked up." 
• In Alberta, a government 
spokesman said that the 
resort areas, in particular 
Banff and Jasper, are doing 
a "very, very good 
business," but 'added he 
The Newfoundland tourist didn't know if this is because 
department said there Is no of normal U,S. traffic or 
way to •Judge how • the because there are a greater 
number of Canadians 
• shortage is ~ffecting the visiting the area. -_ 
"industry until the de- Roger Franklin, director 
pertinent does its year.end of tourism development for 
report. Hotels in St. John's Saskatchewan, said that 
said there bave been no although the number +f U.S. 
cancellations because of the . tourists is dawn sllghfly,'the 
shortage. . slack is more than made up 
While tourism on the East 
Coast is feeling the gas- by the increased number of 
'shortage pinch'~ it's a dif- Canadian tourists. 
fersnt story m Canada's He said there has been an 
West coast. . "extreme growth In motor- 
John Plut, director of coach iravel" to und through 
British Columbia's 'tourist Saskatchewan this yeur. 
department,/iaid that about Many lodge and tourist 
five 'per cent more U.S. operators across northern 
visltors crossed the border in Manitoba are •reporting 
June thanin the same month better-than-normal trade 
last year, which he said was from U.S. tourists. : 
arecordyear. " "The  season's only a \ 
month old but we've been so 
" He also said that hatek In darn busy it seems like six 
IN MANITOBA 
,Planes .will:+.land on. border 
PINEY, Man. (CP) - -A  
unique occasion in'aviation 
histor~ will be marked July 
28 when Manitoba .Premier 
Sterling Lyon and Minneoota 
Governor A1 Quie shake 
hands across the in- 
ternationul border'. 
of less than 280, were an. in 1953 to allow hunting and ' "Each time we sent it to 
thusiastic but it took seven fishing 'parties flying to and -. Ottawa, it took six months, 
years of prodding'to get frown northern Manitoba to and each time it went to 
government 'bureaticracise clear U.S. and Canadian Washington, it was another 
rm both countries to approve customs conveniently. . six months," says 
the project. , Canadian customs ees a t :  Beaudette. 
The local Piney district least one benefit of ll~':-'+ The agreamentwas finally 
council finally purchased the runway extension across tli~oVslg, ed in September, 1977, 
berdar.Officiaiswill ncwbe~u,:hut it was another year 
able to seize contraband or" ~bafore construction started. 
.trees, berry bushes, garden, 
landscaped. Offers. 635.3271 
;~fter 5 p.m. (stf.tfn) 
1970 Double wlde 3 bedroom 
furnished. Very good Con. 
dltlon, well kept. S22,500.00. 
Phone 638.6715. (P10-19July) 
12x68 3 bedroom trailer with 
raised living room. 10x24 
addition. Set up In a Thor. 
miffed on the form and In the . On that day, the two men 
envelopes supplied which,, will Officially open the only 
. with particulars, may be airstrip In the world running 
obtained-from ~ the Forest. between two countries. 
Ran0er(s) Indicated, or The idea was bern seven 
from the Regional. Manager, years ago When the state 
Mlnistr;/ of Fordsts'/Prl.nce~'go~ei;ninent::decided the 
Rupert, B.C. . airport runway at 
The lowest or 'any fender Pinecreek,Minn;; had to be 
will not ne(:assarlly be ac. 
cepted. 
"THIS CALb FOR TENDER 
IS UNDER THE TERMS OF 
THE CANADA .BRITISH 
COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 
extended to 1,000 metres for 
safe night flying. 
The only possible clirection 
to lengthen the grass strip 
wnsnorth, across the border 
to a point about 10 kilometres 
• south.of Piney, Man. 
land for the extension last 
summer with a 1.4;000" 
provincial grant. Manitoba 
spent more th~n $10,-000 on 
the project and the United 
States is paying about $22,000 
for its share of .the work. 
The airport now is 
operated by a commlsMon 
composed • of three 
Manitohans and. three.. 
M innesotans .  Eugene 
Simmons, 81, of Pinecrsek is 
chairman and Eddie 
Beaudette of Piney is 
confiscate a i rc ra f t  for:':  Chairman Simmons's 
cus toms ' v io la~ionsv ;h iggest  concern, besides 
Previously, they had little preparing for the official 
enforcement authority openlng, is keeping the gsans 
because all of'the strip and on.the'runway cut, . . . .  ' 
the airport apron were on At 81, he still mows the 
U.S. so i l . .  
Commission secretary 
Beaudette says the main 
delay on the project was 
getting six consecutive 
drafts of the agreement 
between Minnesota. and 
strip but says'he is finding It 
harder to do. 
The Opening ceremonies 
will include a fly-past by an 
air squadron from the 
Minnesota National Guard 
and a demonstratlon of 
nhlll trailer park. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. 638. 
1269or 63~75. (PlO~2OJuly) 
1978 14x70 Manco M.H. 
Unfurnished. set up & 
skirted in local trailer park. 
Phone 635-9736. (Ctfn-28-15- 
':~1 
66. RECREATIONAL 
secretary. Piney district approved by precision manoeuvres bythe 
AGREEMENT." The two municipalities, Simmons says • 'the the Canadian and U.S. Dragonflies, a Canadian 
(A1O-2OJuly) with a combined population Pinecrnek airstrip was built federal governments. , Forces helicopter team.+_.~:,i ' 
.,+.I. *.r ,~  r,~!~t++ '++' . : . : "  .+x, '. : +~ ' " . . . . .  ' .,+ "L ' ' P .  ' " ,~  '-'+:;~'.~, ; t  . . ;~!  
Auto workers start  negotiations 
DETROIT (AP) -- The Big measures toreducesoaring official who wished to years, weeks~forethedeadiine, lt 
Three auto companies and 
the powerful United Auto 
VEHICLES , Workers uniun In the United 
States begin contract 
1970.8 foot Security camper, negotiations today in a labor 
Slkeps 5. Must be seen to be atmosphere calmer than at 
appreciated. Phone 638.1221 any time in recent memory. 
clays, 635.7467 evenings. (C5. The talks, affecting about 
17Jly) 780,000 workers, start with 
General Motors, shift to 
Why Rent? .Ford Motor Co, on Tuesday 
Completely camperlzed 26 .and to Chrysler Corp. on 
font bus motor home. Sleeps Wednesday. 
5. Motor & tires In excellent 
condition. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Phone 635.3692 
after 6. (C10.18July) 
For' Sale 1974 Hollidalre 
Travel Trailer, 3 way frldge, 
stove, sleeps 6. Phone 632- 
4240. (C10.16July) 
CAMPER FOR SALE 
1971 hard top tent trailer. 
The negottatlors will be 
working against a Sept. 14 
deadline, the date 
agreements negotiated in 
1976 expire. 
Cbief union demands are 
expected to be pension in- 
creases for retired workers, 
more time off and "sub. 
stantiai" wage increases. 
The companies will propose 
medical insurance costs and 
absenteeism. 
• The • Carter ad- 
min ls t rat ion 's  wage 
guidelines calling for pay 
increases averaging seven 
per cent a year already have 
been virtually ignored in 
contract settlements in other 
industries and are expected 
to have little influence on the 
auto. talks. 
"Forget the guidelines. 
People on both sides of the 
table are realists," said one 
auto industry labor veteran, 
who asked not to be idea- 
tiffed. 
The unionstruck Ford for 
28 days in 1976, the fifth time 
in a row that one of the Big 
Three companies was struck 
during contract alks, But 
this year, said one labor 
Fully equipped, In good 
condition. $750.00. Phone 6311- 
8498. (C3-16July) - 
1976 7'/2 foot travel mate 
remain anonymous, But president Douglas 
"There's very little ev!dance Fraser has warned the union 
of a spoiling-for-a-fight at- would strlkerather than give 
titude." in to any demand that 
As evidence of peaceable workers pick up part of the 
union intentions, GM's head premiums. 
negotiator, George Morris, The companies also will 
points to th0 Jtme .20 set- demand measures to reduce 
tlement of a new local absenteeism. Despite an 
contract between the Buick attempt to reach that end in 
Division and Local 599 at the 1976 agreements, a top 
Flint, Mich., the UAW's company official said casual 
biggest. No local contract absenteeism had ac- 
has ever  before been celerated rather than de- 
wrapped up so far ahead of'  creased. 
time. Fraser, who would like an 
In bargaining over the in- eventual four-day work 
dustry-wlde contracts, the week, said he would resist 
companies again will presk demands for sterner 
for measures to hold down. disciplinary measures for 
the increases in medical absenteeism. 
insurance Costs. GM paid Traditionally, the union 
$1.3 billion last' year, a 50- picks one company as a 
per-cent increase in thi'ee strike target about two 
is GM's turn to be the target, 
GM says its average UAW 
employee earns $9.97 an hour 
on straight time.' . Fringe 
benefits and taxes .bring the 
cost to GM to $15.10 an hour. 
Figures for 'the other com- 
panies are comparable. 
With overtime, and shift 
premiums, GM says the 
average UAW employee's 
paycheque totalled $472.03 a 
.week in the first three 
months of this year, with the 
average work week at 41.7 
hours. " . . . .  
Sidney McKenna, Ford's 
top negotiator, notes that an 
assembler's base pay ,  
counting costof-living raises, 
has increased 94 per cent 
since the last contract while 
the 'Consumer Price Index 
rose 70 per cent. 
Farmers want higher wheat prices 
camper; Excellent condition. 
Suitable for i,b ton, shortbox 
pick up or Import pick up. 
Extras. Phone 635.3795 after 
6 p.m. (PS-lSJuly) 
1974 Security camper. 9 feet 
6 Inches, fully equipped. 
Excellent condition. 639-1429. 
(P3.16July) 
1977 Skylark 11V2 foot, I 
fully equipped 1974 Ford 1 | 
'ton super camper spoclal. | 
Like new. Will sel l l  
camper separately. I
Phone 635-3029. (PT- I 
17July) J 
For sale 1 bore.14 months 
old. Never been bred. Asking 
S140.00. Phone 6,15.4371. (PS- 
20Julyl 
19/7 International 4200,250- 
Detroit. 12513 transmission. 
SSHD rear end, 55000 miles. 
5th wheel sleeper. Aluminum 
gravel box. Phone 635.2603. 
(PS.17July) 
II 
BENTLEy, Kan. (AP) -- 
Temptation overcame 
Richard Basore when he 
drove a truckload of newly- 
harvested wheat to the Mt. 
Hope grain elevator arid saw 
the cash price: $4,08 a 
• bushel. 
"I wadted to be able to say 
I sold some for ~I," said the 
~-year-old farmer. So he 
sold I,-(}00 bushels - -about 
oue-tenth of hie 1979 ci'op -- 
and used the money to pay 
off a bank loan taken out.this 
spring for fertilizer and 
herbicide. 
But the rest. of the his 
wheat crop sits safely inside 
the elevator, .eight miles 
from the family farm in 
south-central Kansas, 
awatqng a higher price• 
Across the United States 
wheat belt, farmers are 
seeing prices over the $4.~. 
bushel mark for the first 
time In four years -- despite 
an increase in U,S, wheat 
productiou, which n.ormally 
would drive down paces. 
Prospects of larger grain 
purchases by the Soviet 
Union, poor export con- 
ditions in other wheat- 
growing states and U.S. 
farmers' restraint in selling 
their grain are prime factors 
behind the Jump in prices. 
Basore said his 1979 wheat 
crop Was the beet ever trod It 
apparently will be the same 
for other Kansas producers. 
The state's 1979 harvest will 
, yield a record 385,9 million 
bushels by the time it's 
completed later this month, sword, however. U.S. baking caused the price of bread to 
according to a forecast made industry officials say the rise. 
last Wednesday. rising prices, along with Ajumpinthefutureprlces" 
The wheat price increase increases in energy costs during June of about $1 a 
is a double-edged economic and wages, already have bushel increased U.S. four 
Falls lookout cracked 
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. 
(AP) :-- Seeping water and 
new cracks have been 
spotted at the base of a rock 
observation po~nt above 
Niagara Falls that officials 
fear might collapse, au- 
thorities Said Sunday. 
Run Hosklns, a spokesman 
for the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, aid geotechnieal 
expert Thomas Wilkinson 
reported seeing the cracks 
during a three-hour in- 
spoction of the Terapin Point 
observation station Sunday. 
A seismic alarm at the 
point sounded Friday night, 
and a preliminary in-. 
ves t igat ion  Saturday  
determined the rocks had 
shifted at.least one-qun~er 
inch, and "possibly cea- 
sidarably more." 
"We know we are In the 
midst of a rock movement 
there," Hoskins said. "The 
question Is, are the rocks 
going to fall in 20 years or 
next week?" 
In the "worst case" 
situation, up to 100,000 tons of 
rocks couldbrcak loose and 
tumble over the falls, he 
said, but he added that it was 
also passible very little rock 
could come loose. 
The designer of the Wilkinson and other officials 
seismic alarm, Robert 
Anderson, was flown to 
Buffalo on Sunday and taken 
to the falls by state police. 
Hoskins said Anderson, 
Amer ica  + 
h<,tter  
WASHINGTON (AP) --  
Americans today loosen 
their collars and roll up their 
sleeves as a rule requiring 
that air conditioning in 
commercial huildings be set 
no  lower than 78 degrees 
Fahrenheit goes into effect. 
This "is expected to save 
electricity ,in about five 
• million buildings across the 
United States. Energy of. 
flcials said the saving could 
be 200,000 to 400,.000 barrels 
of oil a day. 
The rule will remain In 
effect for nine months. It 
also provides that winter 
'heating cannot exceed 65 
degrees and hot water 
cannot exceed i0S degrees 
except where required by 
health regulations. 
were to  honk up more 
seismic equipment and begin 
making new readings Inter 
Sunday. 
He said it would take "sev- 
eral days'* to get any sort of 
accurate reading of the 
potential for a huge rock 
Slide. 
Niagara Frontier Park- 
way Police said Sunday they 
were having trouble keeping 
television crews and other 
~ otngraphers away from e scene of the in- 
vestlgatlon. The point Was 
closed after the alarm 
sounded "as a precaution." 
Engineers first thought the 
rusty seismic alarm had 
malfunctioned, but Saturday 
they dug up the sensor and 
found it In working order, 
In the last two wbeks, two 
self-proclaimed psychics 
have predicted an accident 
would occur at the falls. A 
Connecticut housewife said 
she thought a breakwater 
would burst above the falls 
and drown a boatload of 
children, 
The last major rock slide 
at the fails was in 1985 when 
a power station worker was 
killed• 
clousts and added two cents 
to the cost of a one.pound 
loaf of bread, said George 
Rosenthai of the In- 
dependent Bakers Associ. 
ation. 
:'We don't want to see the 
farmer go out of business, 
but present prices will add 
about $513 million to U.S. 
consumer food bills each 
year," Resenthai said. 
Normally, the U.S. wheat 
price drops during the 
harvest because of the in- 
creased supply of grain it 
brings to the world market. 
The United States 'exports 
two-thirds of its harvest and 
uses one-third omestically. 
The 1979 wheat production is 
forecast at 2.1 billion bushels 
as of June 11, a 17 percent in. ' 
crease over 1978. That rise, 
too, would normally depreM 
prices, 
But difficulties with labor, 
transportation a d weather 
have plagued other major 
wheat exporting states uch 
as Canada, Argentina and 
Australia; leaving the U,S. 
as the only major exporter 
able to provide wheat o the 
international market for the 
next few months, 
The Soviet Union is ex- 
~ cted to show a 22-per-cent op in i~ total grain output, 
according to the U.S, 
department of agriculture, 
raising speculation from the 
Chicago Board of Trade that 
Russia will need more U,S, 
wheat han it now Is buying 
under a five-year contract. 
Only one major hotel in  hotels. 
Winnipeg out of four stlr- Bill Holtman said that be. 
veyed' said it had'fewer cause Toronto is close to 
reseryations from 'U.S. 
visitors. 
In most :parts of Ontario 
and Quebec, the gas shor. 
toga does not seem to be 
affecting tourism +. 
Tourist resorts and hotels 
in the Montreal area said 
theeir eservations have no 
been significantly affected 
by the shortage, but most 
said that their Canadian 
bookings wereup as much as" 
10 per cent. 
The president of the 
Northern Ontario Tot/rlst 
Ouifitton, an association of 
about 900 touriatrelated 
businesses north of Parry 
Sound from quebec to the 
Manitoba border, said the 
spring was good but "in. 
terest has fallen off in the 
last five or six weeks since 
the (gasoline) crunch 
started." 
Dean Wendhorne said that 
generally business is not 
quite as go&! as last year, 
with the majority of U.S, 
tourists coming from border 
within one tank o/gas from 
Canada. 
"The gas crunch ruined 
what otherwise was going.to 
be an exceptlonal year. 
Everybody 's  advance  
bookings seemed to. be 
good," ha said, hut added 
that cancellatlous have not 
been a big factor in the 
apparent decline. 
Wenborne also said that 
more . Canadians were 
travelling to~,Nerthern' On- 
tario this year, particularly 
from Alberta, Saskatchewan 
and Manitoba... 
A spokesman for lhe Con. 
vention and Tourist Bureau 
for Metropolitan Toronto 
said that the shortage is. 
many urban areas In the 
• U.S., the sburtage "might be 
helping us semewhat, but 
there have been no huge 
increases." 
PAY 
PROGRESS , 
PERMANENCE 
PREST IGE 
Openings now exist for 
smart career minded 
persons, In the local 
branch of a large In. 
ternatlonal Firm In the 
Income Protection Field. 
This Is an Impressive 
career opportunity for an 
ambitious person who 
wishes to get ehasd..  
TO QUALIFY 
YOU NEED: 
.A positive mental • at. 
tltude 
• Self confldenca end a 
pleasant personality 
.Legal age or over 
.Reliable car essential 
You must be free to start 
work  " -smmedlate|y|+ ..+ . 
PREVIOUS' 
EXPERIENCE 
UNNECESSARY:. ,. 
You will attgnd a 2 week 
training course 'expenses 
paid. You can eern~ 75 
percent of your Income 
from established ac- 
counts In tbe Income 
protection field. Only 
those who sincerely wish 
to get ahead need apply. 
Send resume to: 
Box 
Surrey, B.C. '~" 
"1 '* 
+• ENGLISH PLACEMENT TEST ' 
• for 
Post,Seoondary 
STUDENTS 
Students entering most post.secondary Institutions In 
.. B,C~ we ~w~r..~uJred J~wrlte an English Placement 
; ' ,~+~;~' f~m~+th l /de~t  w~II, ~#Jml ,to, ss,m ,In,.,~ 
., aoslgnlng:student s, o English courses appropriate, to" 
their needs. 
PLACE. Northwest Community College 
Room 215, Terrace Campus 
TIME: 1:00 p.m. 
DATE: Tuesday, July i7, 1979 
OHEOK SCALER/GRADER 
Kitimat 
The log supply department requires a quality control 
scaler. The'successful applicant must possess coastal 
experience and a coastal Ilcence with metric en. 
dorsement. This is a year round position Involving log 
quality control, taking Inventories, grading saw logs, 
check scaling end other related duties. 
The above position Is accompanied by an attractive 
salary and a full range of benefits Including dental 
plan. 
Interested parsons are required to submit Shelf resume 
In strict confldanceor call (604) 632-6111 Local 252. 
S.B. Fritter 
'Industrial Relations Manager 
=r e  o.oo N 
PULP  ~ PAPER CO.  LTD. 
P.O. Box 1400 
Kltlmet, B.C. 
vac 2HI 
requ i red  for menta l ly  handicapped 
chi ldren with mult ip le health 
problems.  Special  ma intenance  
rates wil l  be paid. 
For  fur ther  in fo rmat ion  contact  
635-2283 or apply at Ministry of 
Human Resources,  4506 Lakelse 
Avenue,  Terrace,  B.C. 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Human Resources 
Hon. Grace M. McCarthy 
Minister 
• , . .  + • . .  = . 
"o 
. * . , •  . .  ". - . •Y " • . • • . "  L -  + 
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D u b i o u s  
Conver t  
By Ab iga i l  Van  Buren  
~' 1979 by C h i c a g o  Tribune.N.Y• News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I am not of the Jewish faith; but I am 
engaged to marry a Jewish girl. I have agreed to convert to 
Judaism, but I was told that in order to convert I must be 
circumcised. 
Abb.y, I am 44 years old and really not too eager to go 
through something like that at my age. Can you please tell 
me if it's absolutely necessary? 
NEEDS TO KNoW IN NEVADA 
DEAR NEEDS: All Orthodox and Conservative rabbis 
adhere to the ancient Jewish law which demands that the 
man be circumcised in order to convert o Judaism. But 
here's i sussestion: Seine Reformed rabbis are more lenient 
than others, and do not fnsist on circumcision. Find a Hberal 
Reformed rabbi Jf you prefer to remain in~et. 
DEAR ABBY: My father, who is 87, is very well-off inan- 
cially as well as physically. Is there a gracious way to bring 
to his attention, that he could make monthly or annual 
monetary gifts to his children tax free? 
None of us '*needs*' anything, but extra cash would be 
very helpful to improve our homes, take trips, and make life 
more comfortable generally. 
It also upsets me to think that •if Father just leaves us his 
money after he dies, a huge slice will go for inheritance 
taxes. 
How much better it would be for all toncerned if Father 
could give his money away while he is alive and able to see 
us enjoy the fruits of his labor. He has amassed a small for* 
tune. 
We love him and see him often, but none of us can think of 
a way to tell him the above. We are all between 60 and 60, 
but sign this 
"ONE OF THE KIDS" 
DEAR ONE: ! know of no "gracious" way to ask anyone 
for anything. It's inconceivable that one who has amassed a 
small fortune lacks competent uplto-date advice from 
lawyers, accountants and financial advisers. It's entirely 
poaMble that Father prefers to give the fruits of his labor to 
his Uncle (Sam) rather than to "the kids." 
DEAR ABBY: There's a girl in our office who's been 
single ever since the death of her husband about wo years 
ago, Tne boss lost his wife last year and these two have been 
v~ry chudimy ever since,' They've even.4mken eut-~f-t~wn 
tl;it~s'to~tll~r just like married folks. They've recently an- 
nounced (to the surprise of no one) that they are engaged to 
be married. 
A large wedding is planned, and I have heard that all of us 
in the office will be invited. How can I tactfully turn down 
this wedding invitation? I don't care to attend the wedding 
of people who have lived in sin for a year. 
OMIT MY SIGNATURE 
DE/kR OMIT: Simply decline. You need not 8Jve a reason. 
(P.S. You could be wrong about his "sin" charge, you know. 
Are you "indignant" enough to quit worldug for this 
"eisner'7 And ff not, why not?) , 
CONFIDENTIAL  TO PARENTS OF A VERY YOUNG 
DRUG ADDICT: Contact FAMILIES ANONYMOUS. 
They have been 8 godsend to many parents who didn't have 
a clue about bow to handle the n~htmare of drugs in the 
fsmily. No fees. No dues. Just meetings with a Moup of 
friendly, supportive peeple who have lived through it. For 
information about he group nearest you, write FAMILIES 
ANONYMOUS, Ben 334, Torrance, CaHL 90501. Include a 
self4ddressed, stamped envelope, please. They are a non. 
profit organization. 
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Horoscope ,+ - 
p..~eS D . k+ l 18 ++ +'"  I'° 
FOR MONDAY, JULY 16,1979 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. •19) 
Your best bet is to capitalize 
on creative thoughts. 
Otherwise, you can waste 
valuable ideas by talking too 
much. Ignore financial ad. 
vice. 
TAURUS ~ ,  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Buy useful items for the 
house, keep busy, or else you 
could waste too much time 
• daydreaming or making plans 
that won't be realized. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) !1r 
The social scene doesn't 
meet with your expectations. 
Still, .you're articulate and 
able to express yourself to 
good 'advantage. Forget 
doubts. 
CANCER ~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Capitalize on that financial 
idea. Put things into motion, 
but don't reveal plans to 
others. Friends could keep you 
up too late. " 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22)d~/~ 
Express your ideas to 
friends, but refrain from 
• giving advice. Lavish en- 
tertainment won't further 
your career one iota. 
vmo 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Plans kept secret should 
now be revealed to superiors. 
Ideas for their own sake are 
more important han any 
financial concerns. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) A 'L~ 
The advice of friends will 
prove valuable. Close allies 
are too involved in the scene to 
be objective. Financial 
dreams are out of line. 
SCORPIO ~/~ 
(Oct. 23to Nov. 21) 
You can make important 
business progress now, even ff 
you're not up to carrying out 
details. Protect nerves and 
health from worry. 
SAGI'I~ARIUS ,S~J~ 
(Nov..22 to Dec. 21) ~ I~ '  
Listen to the Ideas of 'close 
ones. Rorrmntic plans don't 
meet expectations. Still, 
something valuable to be  
gained for those who listen. 
CAPRICORN 1~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vo 
Don't rely on others. Im- 
plement your own ideas, and 
you'll make important 
progress. Don't let domestic 
upsets interfere with ef- 
fectiveness. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) .~  
Thinking too much will lead 
to wrong action. In this in. 
stance your first idea i s  
probably the best one. Consult 
with partners for best success. 
PISCES. ' ~M' ,~'~'~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) " ~  
Financial matters could go 
askew. Find a do-it-yourself 
project that doesn't need cash 
to implement. Intuition off re 
career matters. 
1 Type of year a prefix .. 1 Asian land 20 Theater 24 25 26 ~27 W2S i29 30 
5 Goals . 41 Fashion 9- French- Initials 
9 Forty winks 43 "Is - woman's 22 Hudson or 3, ~ ~ ~ 33 
12 Other (L.) home?" magazine Loire 
: 13 Punish, 47 Intimidate 3 Helper 23 chartlSl'aeli p rt ~ 35 ~36 W 37, I 
, , ,  Chemical foro.o ,o,o.o I I 
15 Adherent of meas~e 8 Worker's org. moaner I 
past policies 52 Model 7 Chinese 27 Not uny 47 ~1~ 149 
17 Sorrow 53 Jacket or leader 29 Wedding 
, , . o , ,  + . .  
19 Theatrical 54 Beet shade 9 Recent 30 Haul ----- - 
org. 55 Toy arrival 35 French 54" ~55 I I 
21Mterdo 56 Swobeda . 10Celebes ox seasoning • ' ' " ~  
22 Prefix with and 11 Bird-like 37 Hot spring 
active namesakes sound 39 Garden 
24 More than Avg. solution time: 23 rain. bloom 
a few . IMI I IMII I~ IO IB IA IC IT IA I  40 Gene . CRYPTOqUIP 6-7 
27 Nothing IAIRIAINIOI~LILIOIOINI component 
20Leave ~IOI~IN IP IO IN IE IE I~IN 41Cicatrix .CZAUH'CQR "ZTA-MUOQYZXRA JYLT  
out I E IN IT IE IR IS IS I I  IGNIE ~ 42 Ripped 
l ' 31 Ripen. mlAIT IS IQAIB I  43 Bullets, M R UL  O • Z X T H O C Y X J R L O 
3Z Eggs [SIAICIMIEIGIEII~ A T )J 'for short 
I E I I~ IO IS l I~ IA IS IS I I _  O vl Yesterday's cryptequip --  YESTERDAY'S FINE HASH IS 
• 33 Tokyo, ICIAII~ITIHJSIPlA~I_ ~ -=l 44 Holy TOO TIRED FOR DINNER. 
once IIAIDIA~AILI Roman Today's Cryptequip clue: J equals G 
' 34 Handles . IDIOICITIOIRIRtAI~I I T "1 Emperor The Cryptoqnip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
roughly A!L IO IU IC IO~IN[~ )1 45Agas " le(ter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, lt 
36 Seine IDP=IB IT IE IV IB I~ AIN " 46 Sea birds Will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
37 Raise I E IA IS IE ID IA ID~ S N E [I 49 Card game and words using an'apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
38 Biblical 6-7 50 Wine vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
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